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Zoning
discusses
carport
placement
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
With new regulations now in
effect regarding placement of
portable home carports, the
Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will soon begin an
inventory of the number and
placement of those located
within city limits.
Planner
Candace
City
Dowdy told BZA members
Wednesday afternoon that the
ordinance requires all portable
metal carports to be placed in
the homeowner's side or back
yard only; front yard placement
is no longer allowable.
Although existing front-yard
portables will not be affected
by the new ordinance, home
owners would be required to
relocate the "accessory structures" to a side or back yard
location should they decide to
move them from an existing
location.
Dowdy said the ordinance
requires that homeowners planning or in process of placing a
portable on their property must
now obtain a permit for installation and that the equipment
be inspected by the city for
security and safety.
Citing the difficulty foreseen in cataloging the location
of all existing carports in the
city, Dowdy said the planning
office would determine how
best to complete the survey
with the help of board members
and possibly other city employees.
"We're not exactly sure how
we're going to do that, but if
any one sees any give us a
call," she told board members.
Dowdy said a letter would
be sent to notify portable carport owners about the new regulations after the inventory has
been completed.
In other business, the board
granted an extended, one-year
conditional-use permit to
Murray State University's 65member Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity for the use of a home in a
residential district at 103 N.
16th St. The permit was
approved last year on the condition that there be no complaints or resident objections to
student activities at the site.
The fraternity sought an extension of the permit to give them
a home while they raise funds
to build a new structure.
Board members noted that
only one incident involving
police had been recorded in the
past year at the site and that
there had been no reported
complaints from neighbors
about disruption.
fraternity
However,
spokesman Sid Easley told the
board that should the group
raise enough funds to build a
new facility, that plans include
construction on the same site
and that the fraternity would
appear before the hoard again
for permission to build as well
as possibly purchase nearby
property to accommodate
expansion.
Also, the board approved a
request from Hazel resident
Squire Babcock to construct a
new garage at his Murray home

Rudolph
readies
for Nov.
election

FUN ON
THE FIELD
GREG TRAV1S/Ledger & Times

Students from Calloway County's Southwest
Elementary School and clients from the
Murray WATCH center joined forces
Wednesday for a friendly scrimmage game
of softball at Chestnut Street Park. The
WATCH team was practicing for upcoming
games against other regional centers and
the Southwest students were enjoying a field
trip to the park when they decided to play
together. Pictured above, the students and
clients enjoy the mid-day game. The game
lasted six innings, but neither side kept

score.

•See Page 2A

Murray-Calloway Hospital sets
2010 for electronic health records No runoff
means fewer
7 stages of Electronic Medical Record
Transformation
expenses for
Ky., counties

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Advanced technology is as natural
a part of hospitals and medical care
nowadays as white coats and stethoscopes. And as advancements are
made, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital wants to be right there, or
preferably ahead of the curve.
That's where MCCH finds itself en
route to a 2010 goal of electronic
health record (ERR) information for
physicians and patients.
Ed Mohrman, the hospital's director of information systems, presented
a strategic plan regarding EHRs to the
hospital board of trustees Wednesday
that covered where MCCH is right
now and where it needs to go.
According to Mohrman, MurrayCalloway Hospital currently has a system for electronic medical records
(EMRs), which provides doctors,
medical practices and the hospital
with patient information for its record
keeping. With EHRs, the difference is
the addition of patient interaction into
the informational equation.
During the presentation. Mohrman
listed the benefits of the EHR system,
including timely access to vital information in an emergency or for general
care, improved coordination and
delivery of services, reduction of diagnostic test duplication, and the access
to information by the patient.
MCCH is already a step ahead —
even three steps ahead — of many
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky GOP lieutenant governor nominee
Robbie Rudolph says he and Gov. Ernie Fletcher
are relishing Tuesday's May Primary election
victory but are primarily focused on a strategy
that will ensure the same success in November.
During a telephone interview with the
Murray Ledger & Times
Wednesday
afternoon,
Rudolph, who now serves as
Fletcher's executive cabinet
secretary, thanked Calloway
County and all state GOP voters for their support. He said
the administration will continue to work hard in Frankfort to
prove they are the best choice
to run the state through 2011.
Rudoipti.
"We're very pleased with the
voters
acknowledg:
outcome last night with the
ing all of our accomplishments and wanting tis
to continue," Rudolph said. "It was very excit:
ing to win."
What chance will the Fletcher-Rudolph teas
have in a political battle against Democratic
nominees Steve Beshear and Dan Mongiardo,
Rudolph said the duo will run on the governor's
record.
"I think they're very good," he said. "Again
if we just continue to get our record of accomplishment out — and our message — 1 think
Kentucky voters will vote for us to continue
building on the foundation we have built during
the last 3 1/2 years."
Rudolph cited health care, education and economic development as some of the most important issues now facing the state and on which
Fletcher will focus on through November.
"I think we have a strong policy in making
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Madly Sway

•The majority of U.S. hospitals are in the early stages of EMR transformation
MI 18% are at stage 0.
le 22% have achieved Stage 1.
•43% have achieved Stage 2.
E14% have achieved stage 3 (includes Murray-Calloway County
Hospital).
II 2% have achieved Stage 4.
M1% has achieved Stages 5/6.
•No hospital has reached stage 7.

By BRETT' BARROUOUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — No gubernatorial runoff means no expensive election in June
for the state and Kentucky's 120 counties.
Because Gov. Ernie Fletcher and former Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear won the Republican and
Democratic nominations for governor, respectively. on Tuesday night. the state won't have to
shell out $1 million and the counties between $4
million and $6 million to decide who will be on
the fall ballot, said Les Fugate, a spokesman for
the Kentucky Secretary of State's office.
Voters appear to have become more engaged
in the final weeks of the campaign as candidates
began directly contacting voters through phone
calls and small-town rallies, Fugate said.
'That always makes a difference in a state
where the voters still want to meet the candidates and want to touch the candidates," Fugate
said. "The main thing we thought is that voters
finally started to focus on the race."
The secretary of state's office had expected a
turnout of about 15 percent but said Tuesday
night it was actually 21 percent.

Information provided by Ed Mohrman, MCCH dir, of information services

hospitals. Mohrman said that of U.S.
hospitals involved in the 7-stage
implementation process, only 14 percent — of which Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is among — have
reached the third stage. That involves
providing electronic information such
as documentation (vital signs, notes,
care plans, etc.), clinical decision support for error checking, medical imaging and more.
The majority of hospitals (43 percent) are at the Stage 2 level, which
involves physician access to review
and retrieve information. At Stage 1.
which involves installation of systems
for pharmacy, lab and radiology information. there are 22 percent of hospitals there, while 18 percent are at the
beginning stage. or stage 0. where
there has been no implementation.

Only 3 percent of U.S. hospitals are
ahead of MCCH. None have reached
the final seventh stage.
Murray-Calloway's goal is 2010,
which is four years ahead of a federal
mandate issued by President Bush in
2004 that all hospitals be required to
have and maintain electronic health
records.
Mohrman provided a proposed
timeline and estimated capital budget
for the next two fiscal years in order to
implement different aspects of the
entire project by the March 2010
deadline. The next phase is human
resource planning in December and
ending with a physician care management program being online in three
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SheriffPoliceLois
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Jeffrey Cemetery
• A theft was reported at 1:26 p.m Monday on
Lane.
Murray Police Department
•A theft was reported at Peddler's Mall at 1:31 p.m Tuesday.
• A stolen motorcycle was reported at 1310 Kirkwood Dr. at 6:31
p.m.
p.m.
• A burglary report was made at 1507-B Kirkwood at 7:07
• Criminal mischief was reported at 502 Vine St. at 10:35 p.m.
• Elijah Armolie, 25, Murray, was arrested on charges of alcohol
intoxication, terroristic threatening and disorderly conduct at 501D Northwood Dr. at 1:59 a.m. Wednesday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

The Murray Sanitation Department will be closed on Monday for
the Memorial Day Holiday. Regular Monday customers should have -their containers out for pick up on Tuesday morning. All other customers should set their containers out for pick up on their regularly
scheduled day, though routes may run late in some areas.
The City of Murray transfer station will also be closed Monday.
For further information, contact the Murray Sanitation
Department at 762-0380.

17-year-old wins 'American Idol' •No runoff ...
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES I AP) —
Jordin Sparks was young, beautiful and had the golden voice.
Blake Lewis was daring, charismatic and had the percussive
vocal pyrotechnics.
At the end of the night. the
winner was the 17-year-old
Sparks — and "Amencan Idol"
itself, which was pushed into a
fresh realm in its sixth season by
a healthy dose of youth. style
and even hip-hop.
"These are some of the most
conunercial finalists we've had
since Carrie Underwood." executive producer Cecile FrotCoutaz said before Sparks' victory Wednesday. "Either one
will make a great winner for the
show and the brand. They both
have the potential to sell many
records."
Sparks, 17, of Glendale,
Ariz., prevailed over Lewis, 25,
of Bothell. Wash., after a triumphant performance Tuesday
that wowed the show's judges
and the viewers who gave her a

From Front
While the turnout was higher
than expected, it was still considered low for a statewide election.
Along with the gubernatorial
primary. Tuesday's ballot featured a number of constitutional
offices as well as races for local
judges and other seats.
Few voters meant few problems for election officials.
The attorney general's office
said Wednesday that an election
fraud hotline received 14 calls
on election day. Most were from

voters who had procedural or
legal questions, although four
were related to general election
fraud and one complained about
electioneering within 300 feet of
the polls, the office said.
Fugate said the secretary of
state's office had logged less
than three dozen complaints by
the time the polls closed
statewide, down from a normal
range of about 200.
In Jefferson County, the
state's most populous area, there
were few complaints and tallying the votes was finished in
almost record time, said Nore
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Murray Sanitation,
Transfer Station to be
closed for Memorial Day
Photo provided
During the recent 2007 Murray High School Senior Breakfast, students posed one last time for a class photo in front of the
new MHS sign. Donated by the 2007 Senior Class and the MHS PTO, the sign will be used to denote special dates and events
at the school. S'Portable Scoreboards designed and installed the sign.

By
Ass

Ghibaudy, a spokesman for the
Jefferson County Clerk.
"I think everybody was quite
amazed," Ghibaudy said. "It
was almost scary it was so
quiet."
Only one statewide race
remained contested Wednesday.
State Rep. Lonnie Napier said
he would ask for a recanvass of
the votes in the GOP primary for
state treasurer. Napier finished
about 1,100 votes behind
Melinda Wheeler, a former state
court administrator, for a spot on
the fall ballot.
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Jordin Sparks reacts to being announced the winner of
"Amencan Idol," as runner up Blake Lewis acknowledges her
win at the Kodak Theatre in Los Angeles, Wednesday.
majority of the record 74 mil- either the stronger singer.
lion votes cast.
Sparks, or the better entertainer,
"Mom, dad. I love you," Lewis. Sparks delivered her
Sparks, the daughter of retired songs simply and powerfully;
NFL player Phillippi Sparks, Lewis' flourishes included his
said tearfully Wednesday after a •beatbox sound effects and sharp
bear hug from Lewis.
dance moves.
The contest came down to

III Carport placement ...
From Front

summer.

located at 1317 Wells Blvd. in
Murray. Babcock's plans do not
include extending the structure
any closer to an existing property line, in accordance with city
regulations, so the application
was accepted. A letter from a
neighbor was also presented to
the hoard raising no objections
to the planned construction.
In other action, the board
tabled a request from Blake
Anderson, a representative of
the
Bardstown, Ky.-based
Newcomb Oil Co. that owns the
Five Star Food Mart on Ky. 121,
to place redesigned signage on
the property following roadwork planned by the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet this

Anderson presented company plans to place a staggered.
two-tiered design that would
more emphasize Five Star's
logo instead of the BP Oil Co.
logo now the main feature of the
existing sign.
"We're trying to promote
Five Star more than BP, Shell,
Chevron. Marathon or any of
the other gasoline products that
we sell,- Anderson said. "if we
don't do it this way, or if we
incorporate the two signs
together. BP requires that we
have their sign on top."
However the company's
design, as presented to the
board, required more square
footage than that allowed by city
regulations and board members

balked at approval over concern
that it would create a precedent
they would have to honor should
a similar request be proposed by
other businesses in the area.
Board members were also
concerned that the company had
not yet worked out an agreement
concerning exactly how much of
the Five Star Food Mart property will be purchased for the
widening of the section of highway or what will be done with
underground fuel tanks nearby.
Board members agreed to
allow the company a chance to
redesign the sign to better meet
city specifications and then
present it to the board at a later
date for approval.

•Health records ...
From Front
years.
The estimated capital budget
IS $1-6 million tor 2007-08 and
$1.5 million tor 2008-09.
Mohmian also noted there is a
possibility of receiving grants of
5750,000 per year for three
years for the purpose of ekeIronic record keeping.
"I'm pleased where we are
and I think we can meet that
deadline," said Board ('hair
Jack Rose.
Director of plant operations
at the hospital, Bud Byars, proided an update on construction
projects tic said the Rutledge
property parking 101 work is currently involved in tree remosal
and demolition should begin
next week with a planned finish
date of mid-July.

Regarding
the
hospital
expansion project. Byars said
site and utility relocation packages are being sent out and that
guaranteed pnce contracts will
be available to review at the
board's annual retreat, scheduled for Sept. 21.
The trustees approved a twoyear exclusive clause with US
Bank for its patient credit payment plan. The policy applies to
sell-patients, including those
with high deductibles or limited
insurance coverage and outlines
options if a patient can't pay for
services provided at the hospital
within 30 days of leaving
Patients in this situation can
make payment arrangements
with MCCH or sign up for the
credit program. which requires
them to complete a credit application to determine the monthly

From Front
health care available to everyone and we are
working that way," he said. "We have just been
recognized as the No. 1 state in the country in the
increase in employers providing health insurance
and that's what we've been after. We've passed
legislation that has helped in that."
Rudolph said the administration's actions so
far include helping to recruit more eye care
providers in the state, helping small business provide insurance, helping insurance companies provide basic health care policy and imposing a
moratorium on mandates.
"We'll also keep working on providing economic opportunities and bringing more jobs to
Kentucky," he said.
Fletcher's "Governor's Covenant" to boost
post-secondary education opportunities for the
state's high school graduates is something the
administration is particularly proud to sponsor.
"It says to eighth graders that if you will work
hard, take the courses and make the grades that no
matter what your family's financial status is, we
will guarantee you an affordable education,"
Rudolph said. "Those are the issues we're going
to be focusing on.
However the issue of expanding legalized
gambling in Kentucky will likely become a large
part of the debate.
-Obviously they're going to bring up the gam-
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•Rudolph readies
ing issue. Beshear has been on that since day -.I
one." Rudolph said. "I'm not for expanded gaming and the governor is not for it, but that will be
an issue."
While some might consider Fletcher's legal
problems concerning alleged illegal hiring practices on the debit side, Rudolph said he doesn't
think voters will be distracted with the issue any
longer.
He said Kentuckians are more likely to be
interested in the administration's accomplishments and seeing Frankfort move on.
"The hiring issue, 1 think, is old news. A lot of .
editorial writers continually cut and paste and cut
and paste with that and I think the voters have
grown weary of it. I think they have heard all they
want to hear. At least the voters have," he said.
—They want us to focus on policy issues and what
is good for Kentucky. We did that in our campaign 4,
and I think they voted in favor of us because of t:
that."
Rudolph has also served the Fletcher administration as chief financial officer and chief operating officer and doesn't think there is a better can- 4#,
didate for the governor's office.
•
"I have worked with him for the past 3 112',
'
years, as well as through the campaign. and I
don't think there has been a better governor or a
better chief executIve officer in the country," he
said. "We've got a lot to look forward to and :7
we're excited about moving Kentucky forward.-

Top 5 ReaMiple Cloose Reed Interiors
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'

payment toward the bill.
According to Brad Bloerner,
vice-president of financial services for MCCH. the hospital
wanted to allow other hanks to
offer a similar program. US
Bank required a three-year deal,
however the bank allowed the
two-year period.
The board also:
— approved a clarification of
termination of benefits to reflect
current practice of allowing an
employee's coverage to continUe through the end of the month
in which an employee is temnnated or result of death
— approved a compensation
clarification to remove the standard premium when an employee voluntarily moves down in
grade.

AP

Incumbent Gov. Ernie Fletcher, nght, watches election returns in his hotel room in Lexington,
Ky., Tuesday. Also with Fletcher are, from right, his wife Gelnna, running mate Robbie
Rudolph. and his wife, Lisa. The two women at far left are unidentified.
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Beshear sets sights on Gov. Fletcher
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Having bypassed the need for a
runoff election, Democratic
gubernatorial nominee Steve
Beshear
set
his
sights
Wednesday on Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, saying voters are ready
to "pass judgment" on the
Republican.
Beshear spent part of the day
making a round of calls to thank
supporters and continue raising
campaign money. He also started charting his strategy for what
he expects will be a tough race
against an incumbent governor.
Still, he seemed energized
despite working on just a few
hours sleep the night before.
"I had a chance to have
breakfast with my family this
morning, and now we're back to
work," Beshear said in an interiew at his campaign headquarters.
Beshear received nearly
twice as many votes as his nearest primary election rival,
Louisville businessman Bruce
Lunsford, to narrowly avoid a
runoff. Beshear said skipping an
extra five-week campaign
against a fellow Democrat was a
"big advantage."
Beshear predicted he'll have
a united party behind him as
Democrats try to recapture the
governor's mansion. He expects
a tough' race against Fletcher,
who got half the Republican
vote against two opponents in
the GOP primary.
"Anytime you run against an
incumbent governor, no matter
how embattled he may be, he
has a number of resources at his

AP
Democratic gubernatorial nominee Steve Beshear enjoys a
laugh with volunteers Susan Bryant and Mae Girkey, nght, at
his campaign headquarters in Frankfort, Ky., Wednesday.
disposal that we won't,"
Beshear said.
Beshear didn't tip his hand
on whether he'd zero in on
Fletcher's legal problems as part
of his campaign strategy.
"The public is well aware of
what has gone on for the last
four years in Frankfort," he said.
"I think they're going to pass
judgment on that in November."
Fletcher, who campaigned in
2003 on a pledge to "clean up
the mess in Frankfort, was
indicted last May in an alleged
scheme to reward political supporters with protected state jobs.
The indictment was dismissed in
a settlement with prosecutors,
but the grand jury that issued it
released a report alleging the
governor had approved a "wide-

spread and coordinated plan" to
skirt state hiring laws.
Fletcher called the grand
jury's investigation a political
witch hunt.
Beshear had a different perspective, saying there was
"abundant evidence that this
administration had violated the
merit system laws.
State Rep. Bob Damron, a
conservative Democrat from
Nicholasville, said he was hopeful that Democrats would stick
together in the general election.
"I think you'll see Steve
Beshear reach out to all factions
of the Democratic Party and try
to unite them," Damron said.
Henderson County JudgeExecutive Sandy Watkins, a
Democrat,
predicted
that
Republicans will try to use
to
divide
social
issues
Democrats.
But Watkins said he senses
that Democrats are especially
motivated this time. He said he
spoke with seven fellow
Democratic judge-executives at
a meeting Wednesday, and they
all talked about getting local
voters
mobilized
behind
Beshear.

KentickvinBrief

"I feel the Democratic Party
is more united right now than
it's been in a long time,"
Watkins said.
Beshear, a former lieutenant
governor and attorney general,
said he would continue to make
expanded gambling a centerpiece of his campaign against
Fletcher.
Beshear's plans to improve
education and health care are
linked to allowing Kentuckians
to vote on a proposed constitutional amendment for limited
casino-style gambling. Beshear
characterized it as "bringing
Kentucky money home to
Kentucky," a reference to
Kentuckians who gamble at
casinos in neighboring states.
He has projected the state
could reap an extra $500 million
a year in additional tax revenue.
He said that it would be strictly
controlled and that he wants to
limit it to racetracks and two to
four freestanding casinos along
the state's border.
To reach the ballot, the proposal would have to clear the
General Assembly, where similar proposals have made little or
no headway in the past.
Damron said he wouldn't
support such an initiative but
said he still intends to support
Beshear in the general election.
"That doesn't mean he and I
can't find common ground on
other issues," he said.
Lincoln County JudgeExecutive R.W. "Buckwheat"
Gilbert, a Democrat, said
expanded gambling would take
a back seat to health care and
education as main issues in his
county in central Kentucky.
"Expanded gambling is just a
way of keeping the money in
our state instead of sending it
somewhere else," he said.
that
Gilbert
predicted
Beshear would carry his county
in November but said the
Democratic nominee still has a
tough race ahead.
"I realize how hard it is to
beat an incumbent, especially
one who signs checks," he said.

Lundergan to resign next week
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API --•-•
State party chairman Jerry
Lundergan said he's planning to
resign next week, now that
Kentucky Democrats have
decided on the party's gubernatorial nominee for the fall.
Lundergan, state chairman
since 2005, said he's planning to
formalize his decision to step
down at a meeting of the party's
state executive committee next
week.
"I am going to resign effective as of our next executive
committee meeting," Lundergan
said.
Former Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear won the party's nomination on Tuesday night to challenge Gov. Ernie Fletcher in the

Town Crier
Photo provided
MURRAYAN IS GRAVES SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR OF
YEAR: Graves County Schools Superintendent Brady Link is
shown presenting the district's Administrator of the Year
Award to Farmington Elementary principal Denise Whitaker of
Murray. Link cited the school's unprecedented success in
honoring the principal. It is the first school in western
Kentucky to reach Proficiency on the Commonwealth
Accountability Testing Systems assessment and then to maintain that status.

NOTICE
III The Murray City
Council will meet tonight at
6:30. On the agenda are
public hearings on the proposed use of Municipal Aid
Funds and LGEA Funds and
the proposed 2007-08 budget, as well as the first reading of the budget.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

SUPER SPECIAL!

fall general election. Lundergan
said that should give Beshear the
right to pick the party's new
leadership.
Party leaders should be meeting on the matter sometime late
next week, Lundergan said.
"I think I've done my tour,
and I'm very happy with the
way I accomplished things, and I
think that one should leave when
they're on top," said Lundergan,
61. "I told Steve (Beshear) the
party belongs to him and he can
select the new chairman and
vice chair on his own

U of I student indicted in bomb hoax
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A federal grand jury indicted a
southern Indiana man on a charge of giving false information concerning a bomb threat against the University of Louisville, prosecutors said Wednesday.
James A. Huber, 20, of Clarksville, allegedly called campus
police and said he had received an e-mail from an unknown person
that said, "There is a bomb at your university, hope you find it."
Huber was a student at U of L at the time.
He allowed the FBI to examine his laptop, and agents determined
he created the e-mail address and sent the threat to himself at another e-mail account.
Huber admitted creating the address and sending the threat, officials have said.

Father who abandoned son needing
kidney is charged with escape
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A federal inmate who was released
from custody so he could be tested as.4. potential kidney donor for
his teenage son was indicted Wednesday on charges of failure to
appear and escape, prosecutors said Wednesday.
Byron Keith Perkins, 38, formerly of Campbellsville, and his
girlfirend, Lea Ann Howard, 36, formerly of Harrodsburg, were
captured last month in Mexico, where they fled after his release in
early 2006. Perkins pleaded not guilty in the case earlier this month.
Howard was charged by a grand jury with aiding and abetting
failure to appear and aiding or assisting escape, U.S. Attorney David
Huber said in a statement.
Perkins had been in jail awaiting sentencing after pleading guilty
to robbery and drug and firearms charges when he was released for
the testing.
He said after he was captured last month that he wants to withdraw his guilty plea.
Perkins was considered a potential kidney donor for his sick son,
Destin, who was undergoing dialysis treatment. Destin eventually
received a kidney from another donor.

Judge rules on expiration date for
senior status program
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State judges who were contemplating retirement within the next month to take advantage of a law that
allows them to enhance their pension will have another 1 1/2 years
to join the senior status judge program.
Franklin County Judge Thomas Wingate ruled Wednesday that
the program does not expire until Jan. 31, 2009, the Lexington
Herald-Leader reported.
The program uses retired judges to help clear case backlogs. In
return, the judges' retirement benefit is significantly enhanced.
Officials have said some judges were considering retiring next
month, believing the program might be due to expire on June 30.
The title and text of the law are inconsistent because of a 2002
amendment to the program, which was created in 2000.
Wingate said the case "is a straight-forward case of legislative
intent." It is clear from statements made surrounding the 2002 passage of the amendment that the General Assembly intended to
extend the program to 2009, Wingate said.
The ruling came in a class-action lawsuit, which represented all
active judges in Kentucky, including Wingate.

Feds sue Kentucky coal company
over unpaid fines
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The nation's chief mine safety agency
has gone to court to try to compel a Kentucky coal company to pay
fines, the fifth such lawsuit in a little more than a year, federal officials announced Wednesday.
The federal Mine Safety and Health Administration is suing
Little Ty Coal Co., which operates three underground coal mines in
eastern Kentucky, for not paying $145,432 in penalties on citations
issued between September 2004 and March 2007.
"We hope this legal action will compel Little Ty Coal Co. Inc. to
pay its debt and end its practice of ignoring monetary penalties,"
MSHA director Richard E. Stickler said in a statement.
Calls to Little Ty Coal offices in Pike and Floyd counties on
Wednesday went unanswered.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Anne Flaherty

Both sides bruised
WASHINGTON I AP) — A deal on Iraq war spending left
both sides chafed Wednesday, with liberal groups frustrated it
does not include troop withdrawals and Republicans disappointed the White House is accepting billions in extra domestic
spending.
The estimated $120 billion measure would fund the war
through September as Bush requested and would not demand
troops leave Iraq by a certain date or restrict the deployment
of units based on readiness standards. However, the bill does
threaten to withhold reconstruction assistance if Baghdad fails
to make progress on political and security reforms, although
the president could waive that restriction.
The bill also funds about $17 billion in domestic and military-related spending that Bush did not request.
The measure was drafted after Bush's veto of a $124 billion bill that would have ordered troop withdrawals to begin
Oct. I and would have included more than $20 billion in
added spending.
As Congress planned to send Bush the new bill by Fnday,
Defense Secretary Robert Gates and other top U.S. officials
headed to Capitol Hill Wednesday to brief lawmakers on progress
in Iraq.
White House spokeswoman Dana Perin° said the administration had not seen the final language. But aides and members said administration officials had agreed to its general
terms.
Announcement of the deal Tuesday prompted a menacing
threat by Moveon.Org. a grassroots anti-war group that rose to
prominence in last year's elections. In a statement released
Wednesday, the group said its members were calling to pull
out all the stops. including possibly targeting the seats of
Democrats who ran on anti-war platforms but vote for the
deal.
-This is a key test vote on whether your representative is
serious about ending the war," MoveOn wrote in an email to
lawmakers.
Likewise, the Council for a Liveable World, another influential anti-war group, fired off a letter to lawmakers saying the
proposal "unduly slows" the anti-war effort and urged members to reject it.
For their part. Republicans said they are pressing the White
House to insist that Democrats drop billions in added funding.
particularly some S8 billion for domestic projects.
"We want to see the toughest possible line on extraneous
spending in the bill," said Rep. Adam Putnam. R-Fla., chair of
the House Republican Conference.
According to aides and members, the White House grudgingly agreed to accept the added spending in exchange for
Democrats dropping restrictions on military operations.
At the same time. Republicans and Democrats both claimed
victory in the deal.
"1 think it's a giant step to begin the end of the war." said
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
Pelosi's declaration of victory was in spite of her personal
decision to oppose the measure because it does not include a
timetable for troop withdrawals. Other House Democrats said
they too would oppose it.
"I'm not voting for anything unless it ends the war." said
Rep. Maxine Waters. D-Calif.
In order to secure the bill's passage. House leaders are planning to orchestrate two votes on Thursday. The first vote will
be on war funding. while the second will decide whether extra
money should be spent on domestic emergencies, military base
closures, veterans care and other projects.
Whilc Pelosi. Waters and other like-minded Democrats are
expected to vote against the first amendment on war funds.
GOP members will likely make up for the losses. On the sec
ond sote. it is anticipated Democrats will be unified in their
support for the measure and overcome GOP objections to the
extra spending.
Under the plan. the Senate would receive a single bill and
cast its own vote by Friday. If Senate Republicans want to
block the added domestic spending. they: would have to block
the war gond. AN well
House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said Democrats now
will focus on 2008 defense spending to try to force an end to
the war The House plans to consider the military's annual
budget this July and delay: debate on 2008 war funding to September. just as the White House delivers a cntical progress
report on Iraq
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To the Editor,
As the spring soccer season is coming to an end, I felt compelled to write
a letter expounding on the condition of
the Bee Creek Soccer facilities.
I have two grandsons who play on
different select teams, so travel to other
fields is something that is done routinely, and believe me some of these fields
are little better than pastures. I'm very
proud to have these same teams travel
to Murray to experience play on our
fields.
I think the Murray Calloway County
Soccer Association and the Murray-Calloway County Parks Department should
be congratulated on the condition of
our fields and the way they are maintained. Our grass is green and regularly
mowed and striped. Our goals and nets
are in great condition. Parking lots on
the snack bar side are in good condition
I'm hopeful that those on the
back side will one day be surfaced and
striped. Sturdy benches are provided for
teams and bleachers are available for
spectators.

EAD ERS
I recognize that our fields are in a
flood plain and heavy rains cause problems, but rains are a problem everywhere.
Murray residents stand up and be
proud of what we have available for
our youth. The next time you encounter
someone from the soccer association or
the parks department. give them a high
five for the great job they've done.
Lynn Wilhelm
Almo, Ky.
To the Editor.
The cyclone hit a little town called
Greensburg in Kansas. The town was
destroyed. But the people, most of
them, are alive; nine or 10 are dead.
Some who survived want to rebuild.
But before they can rebuild, they have
to clear away the rubble. That's where
they need the National Guard. Men and
Machines. But many of the men who
should be guarding the little town are
in Iraq. And the machines needed for
clearing away the rubble are in Iraq
too.

WRITE
The National Guardsmen in Iraq are
fighting a senseless war, and the
machines needed for clearing away the
rubble in Greensburg are pushing the
rubble of demolished buildings in Iraq.
The buildings in Iraq were not
destroyed by a cyclone. They were
destroyed by the people in Iraq. Some
of those people are Iraqis; some are
insurgents: and some are United States
servicemen whose presence inspires
both the native Iraqis and the insurgents to blow up buildings.
My point is this: The National
Guardsmen in Iraq ought to be at
home cleaning up the little town of
Greensburg. Kansas instead of bulldozing the ruins of war in Iraq.
I know you saw where I was going
in this "Tale of Terror" in Greensburg
and Iraq, but some people — the president for one — do not seem to be
getting the point, and it takes a
cyclone to get their attention.
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray, Ky.

Bonding and tolling the Louisville Bridge
For those who might
question why I continue, as
your State Representative, to
file a bill each tiess1011 that
would require the Louisville
bridges to be bonded and a
toll placed on them for bond
repayment, I submit statements excerpted from the
taxpayer.net website. The
statements are taken from a
section titled 'Road to
Ruin', with subtitle 'The
27 Most Wasteful Road Projects in America."
Please pay careful attention to the fifth paragraph.
which I have underlined to
call attention to the ramifications of state Economic
Developmet Cabinet and
Transportation Cabinet folks
not coordinating their efforts
when roads have such a
tremendous impact on the
production of better jobs for
Kentuckians The Louisville
eastern bridge project means
nothing but doom and gloom
for the state of Kentucky.
The excerpted comments
are as follows:
-The 'Bridge Project' is
actually two projects located
eight miles apart in the
Louisville metropolitan area
The first project, called the
eastern bridge, would be
new interstate highway -Interstate 265 11-265 and Ohio
River bridge in the eastern
suburban area of Louis'.ilk
It would connect the Gene
Snyder Freeway in Kentucky
KY 841 to the Lee
Hamilton Highway in Indiana
(State Road 2651. at a cost
of approximately S$00 million The second project.
called the downtown project.
includes rebuilding an existing interchange at the convergence of Interstates 6s.

64. and
71 -now

called
Spaghetti
Junctionand tying
the new
interchange
into a
bridge
Legislative across the
Ohio
Update
River. The
By Rep. Melvin
project
Henley
would
R-Murray
largely
serve the
Interstate 65 corridor and the
Louisville central business
district. 'The cost estimate for
this project is $1.3 billion.'
"The Federal Highway
Adnurustration (FH%VA I. Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
and Indiana Department of
Transportation released their
Final Environmental Impact
Statement IFEIS1 for these
projects in April 2003, after
fast-tracking the environmental review under the Bush
administration's Executive
Order 1E01 13274. In April
2004, the U.S. House of
Representatives earmarked
$49.4 million for the bridges
project in its VerS10(1 Of the
six-year transportation bill
reauthorization.'
In September 2003.
FHWA issued its Record of
Decision, approving both the
eastern bridge and the downtown project. The study
makes it clear that the
region's traffic and safety
problems can he significantly
improved by the downtown
project (rebuilding Spaghetti
Junction and constructing a
new downtown bridgel, hut
offers no evidence of traffic

benefits from constructing the
eastern bridge.•
"Thxpayer Concerns'
"Fbe cost estimate for
the eastern bridge increased
by almost 400 percent in
just seven years. from $176
million in 1996 to $800 million in 2003. Federal taxpayers are expected to pay
approximately $640 million
of this cost. Although the
downtown project carries a
price tag of $1.3 billion. the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (PA) said that
the downtown project satisfies the 'safety and congestion issues identified and
substantiated in the I Draftl
EIS' and would also handle
the projected regional traffic
volumes. In contrast. the
EPA called the eastern bridge
'redundant...Ale_ FEES found that AhC
eastern bridge_:prom% _woulj
USA__Sailk__KIXV_IKAANLINEONIMIlt yobs. instead. the

bndge would _open. up new.
land for development in
Indiana. and the FE1S =Linares that Kentucky would
lose 11.000 psanancm jobs
over the neat 20 _years LI 0
result. This would cost _Kentucky and local govemmem
OCaril_S26 million Annually
lost tax reVenlie.:
"'Local Community CooThe eastern bridge
threatens historic sites, historic neighborhoods, farm lanai. and small cities in the
eastern Louisville metropoli
tan area. It would also trigger sprawl in Indiana by
providing access to undeveloped areas that lack strong
planning and zoning laws.
The National Trust for His-

toric Preservation (NTHP) is
concerned about the impacts
of the eastern bridge on historic family-owned farms, a
rural river village, rare
remains of lime kilns in
Indiana. a nationally significant historic district of
estates, and a state-designated
scenic byway on the Kentucky side of the project
area.'
"In 2002, two Kentucky
General Assembly representatives from Louisville filed a
formal complaint with U.S.
Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta charging violations of the federal Civil
Rights Act and federal environmental justice laws with
respect to impacts of the
eastern bridge on their constituents, including sprawl
and urban disinvestment.'
'"Environmental Concerns'
Local and state environmental organizations are concerned that the eastern bridge
would badly damage a
groundwater aquifer that the
local public water company
is developing. That aquifer
will provide drinking water
for up to one million residents in the Louisville
region. The eastern bridge
would cross the well system.
and its piers and foundations
would penetrate the aquifer.
The EPA has also expressed
concerns about the bridge's
impacts on groundwater and
drinking water, air quality
and pubic health, forests,
wetlands. streams, habitat.
endangered species-including
Gray and Indiana bats-and
noise pollution.-
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Obituaries
Mrs. Barletta Acton Wrather
Mrs. Barletta Acton Wrather, 93, Savannah, Ga., formerly of
Murray, Ky., died Wednesday. April 25, 2007, at the Azalealand
Nursing Home, Savannah.
She had taught school at Kirksey High School, Kirksey, Ky., and
served as home demonstration agent for Calloway County, Ky., until
her retirement in 1976. She was honored as being one of the most
outstanding home demonstration agents in America by the United
States Department of Agriculture in 1974. For several years she was
listed in the "Who's Who of American Women" for her outstanding
work in the field of home economics. She was a member of the
Order of the Eastern Star and was active for many years in 4-H
work.
In 1989 Mrs. Wrather moved to Savannah, Ga., to be near her
daughter. She was a longtime member of First United Methodist
Church, Murray, and later of White Bluff United Methodist Church,
Savannah. She was a sorority member of Alpha Delta Kappa, Zeta
Chapter, and was a docent for the Historic Savannah Foundation
Davenport House for a number of years.
Her husband, Yandal Wrather, one son, James Thomas Wrather.
and one daughter, Barthela Jo Wrather Pierce, all preceded her in
death. Born Aug. 14, 1913, in Eubank, Ky., she was the daughter of
the late Dr. Thomas Jefferson Acton and Rebecca Estes Acton.
Survivors include her son-in-law, Thomas Pierce, Savannah; one
niece, Carol S. Yoder, and two nephews, Henry A. Shouse and Dr.
John Wesley Shouse. Local survivors include three nieces, Anne
Hoke, Clarkie Butterworth and Beverly Shelton, and one nephew,
Steve Story, all of Murray; brother-in-law, James T. Roberts, and
nephew, Tommy Roberts, both of Clinton.
A graveside service will be Monday at noon at South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery in Calloway County. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Melba Priestly
Scholarship Fund, do A.D.K. Foundation, 1615 West 92nd St.,
Kansas City, MO 64114.

Mrs. Mildred Crawford
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred Crawford will be Sunday at 1 p.m.
at Westside Baptist Church. Rev. Glynn Orr, Rev. Don Farmer and
Rev. John Denham will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9
p.m. Saturday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Westside
Baptist Church Building Fund, 207_ Robertson Rd. South, Murray,
KY 42071 or American Cancer Society, c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box
1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Crawford, 87, Knightsway Drive, Murray, died Tuesday,
May 22, 2007, at 5:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a charter member of Westside Baptist Church where she
was a member of the Lydian Sunday School Class and a member
and director of Woman's Missionary Union. She had also served as
custodian of the church for 12 years.
Her husband, Raymond Crawford, two sisters, Lillian Holifield
and Dorothy Burkeen, and two brothers, Leon Suiter and Elroy
Suiter, all preceded her in death. Born Jan. 21, 1920, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Fred V. Suiter and LuCrete
Arm Suiter.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lucretia Thompson and
husband. Gary, and one son, Donald Crawford and wife, Bemeice,
all of Murray; four grandchildren, Sherry Gish and husband. Don.
Henderson, Kevin Crawford and wife, Mellisa, Hazel, Jason
Thompson and wife, Jamie. Cotopaxi, Colo., and Chad Thompson,
Murray; six great-grandchildren, Adam, Kennedy. Taylor and
Peyton Luke Crawford, all of Hazel, and Carlie and Madison Gish.
both of Henderson.

Mrs. Imogene (Jean) Runyan
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The funeral for Mrs. Imogene (Jean) Runyan will be today
(Thursday) at 1 p.m. at Wesley Chapel United Methodist Church.
southwest of Lawton, Okla. Burial will follow in the Highland
Cemetery.
Becker Funeral Home of Lawton is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Runyan, 84, Lawton. Okla., died Monday. May 21, 2007, at
a hospital there.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Perry Runyan, her
mother. Lillie Parker McAvoy, her father, Lou Finney, one brother,
John Finney, and three sisters, Dorothy Finney Gilbert, Linda
Finney Ragsdale and Billie McAvoy McFarland.
Survivors include two daughters. Joyce Runyan, Ransom
Canyon. Texas, and Janice Runyan Cox, Lawton, Okla.; four sons,
Johnny Runyan and Joe Bill Runyan, both of Cache, Okla., Tommy
Runyan, Ransom Canyon, Texas, and Kenny Runyan, Loving,
Texas; three sisters. Betty Finney lsreal, Warren, Mich.. Ann
McAvoy Rhodes, Tulsa, Okla., and Sarah McAvoy Alexander.
Murray. KY., 12 grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren.

Smoke from Southeastern
wildfires moves into Tenn.
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) Smoke from the wildfires in
Georgia and Florida is now
drifting into Tennessee.
Weather
National
The
Service issued a special weather
statement Wednesday that said
smoke from the fires was causing a thick haze over much of
the western half of Tennessee
and northern Mississippi.
The weather statement covers an area mostly west of
Interstate 65, extending from
the Kentucky border to the

Alabama line. The smoke could
linger until Friday, the statement
said.
The smoke is a mixture of
gases and fine particles from
burning trees and other plants,
Emergency
the Tennessee
Management Agency said.
People with heart and lung
problems should stay inside.
TEMA advised.
Visibility as low as a mile
was reported Wednesday, particularly near the TennesseeAlabama border.
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After finding body of one soldier, military
continues search for 2 missing comrades
BAGHDAD
(AP) Thousands of U.S. and Iraqi
troops fanned out across the
fields of southern Iraq in scorching temperatures this morning as
the military said it remained
determined to find two missing
U.S. soldiers after the body of a
third was pulled from a river.
Also, a car bomb targeting a
funeral procession in the turbulent city of Fallujah killed at
least 26 people, police and medical officials said.
The military confirmed that
the body found Wednesday in
the Euphrates River south of
Baghdad was that of Pfc. Joseph
Anzack Jr., of Torrance. Calif.,
who had been missing since militants ambushed his unit nearly
two weeks ago.
A commanding officer identified the remains recovered from
the river, but DNA tests were
still pending, military officials
told Anzack's family.
"They told us, 'We're sorry
to inform you the body we found
has been identified as Joe," said
the soldier's aunt, Debbie
Anzack. "I'm in disbelief."
Anzack, 20, vanished along
with the two other soldiers after
was
team
combat
their
ambushed May 12 about 20
miles outside Baghdad. Five
others, including an Iraqi, were
killed in the ambush, subsequently claimed by al-Qaida.
The attack triggered a massive search operation in the area
south of Baghdad known as the
triangle of death for the insurgent activity there.
Early this morning, soldiers
proceeded with their mission,
despite Anzack's death. One unit
searched chicken coops and
trudged through mud,canals and
tall reeds in the brutal heat.
"The search continues," said
Lt. Col. Christopher Garver, a
U.S. military spokesman.
Members of Anzack's platoon choked back tears at news
of his death and said they would
not stop looking for the other
two missing soldiers.
"We can't leave them behind.
I just hope that they have
enough faith to keep them
going. What they're going
through right now, I can't imagine," said Pfc. Sammy Rhodes,
25, of Albuquerque, N.M.
Spc. Daniel Seitz, 22, of
Pensacola, Fla., said he was trying to stay strong and push
ahead with the search.
"It just angers me that it's just
another friend I've got to lose
and deal with. because I've
already lost 13 friends since I've
been here and I don't know if I
can take any more of this.- he
said.
Lt. Col. Josslyn Aberle
denied reports that a second
body had been found and was
being examined to determine if
it was that of another of the
missing soldiers. -The reports of
a second set of remains being
found is a false report," the
spokeswoman said.
The U.S. military also said
two U.S. soldiers were killed
Wednesday during combat oper-

AP
U.S. soldiers from 2nd platoon, Delta Company, 4th Battalion, 31st Infantry Regiment, 2nd
Brigade, 10th Mountain Division, walk through wildflowers as they continue their search for two
remaining comrades twelve days after a May 12 attack that left four U.S. soldiers and an Iraqi
soldier dead and three comrades missing in Quarghuli village, Iraq this morning. On
Wednesday, Iraqi police discovered the body of one of the soldiers, Pfc. Joseph Anzack, Jr. in
the Euphrates river.
ations in Iraq's volatile Anbar
province. Those deaths, along
with the deaths of nine other
troopers announced Wednesday,
brought the American death toll
for the month to at least 82. Last
month, 104 U.S. troops were
killed in Iraq.
The increase in U.S. deaths
come at a difficult moment for
Washington, where the Bush
administration and Congress are
struggling to agree on funding
for the unpopular war. The
search for the captured soldiers
has also taken thousands of
troops out of the pool of forces
for the Baghdad security crackdown.
In other violence, a parked
car bomb exploded Thursday
morning in Fallujah, 40 miles
west of Baghdad, as a funeral
procession passed by for a man
who worked against al-Qaida in
Iraq.
The blast killed 26 people
and wounded 45 others, police
and medical officials said. The
funeral was being held for Alas
Zuwaid, a 60-year-old restaurant
owner who was part of a tribe
that had formed an alliance with
other tribal leaders against alQaida.
Zuwaid was killed earlier
Thursday when unknown militants shot him in front of his
house, police said. His 25-yearold son was killed by militants
nearly a month ago as he walked
down the street.
In Sulaiman Bek, 75 miles
south of the northern city of
Kirkuk. a roadside bomb hit an
Iraqi police convoy and killed
six police officers, police said.
Nationwide, at least 104 people were killed in sectarian violence or found dead Wednesday.
including 32 who died in suicide
bombings.
Baghdad
in
Insurgents
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attacked a convoy of U.S. diplomats and their military escort
with small arms fire on
Wednesday, the U.S. military
said.
Apache helicopters fired at
several of the armed attackers,
the military said. U.S. troops
then arrived to secure the area
and allow the convoy to leave,
the military said.
Thousands of U.S. and Iraqi
forces have been involved in the
search for the soldiers ambushed
and captured May 12.
Maj. Gen. William Caldwell,
military
U.S.
chief
the
spokesman in Iraq. said the
remains, later identified as those
of Anzack, were recovered by
Iraqi police.
Witnesses said police using
civilian boats searched for other
bodies on the river in Musayyib,
about 40 miles south of
Baghdad, and U.S. troops intensified their presence on a nearby
bridge as helicopters flew overhead, witnesses said.
Hassan al-Jibouri, 32, said he
saw the body with head wounds
and whip marks on its back
floating on the river Wednesday.
He and others then alerted
police.
The remaining missing soldiers are Spc. Alex R. Jimenez,
25, of Lawrence, Mass.,and Pvt.
Byron W. Fouty, 19, of
Waterford, Mich.
At Jimenez's father's home,a
yellow ribbon also was tied on
the front door. Ramon Jimenez,
who speaks Spanish. said
through a translator in a cell
phone conversation that he has
been helped by the support of

friends and family.
"The hope is very high that
God is going to give Alex back
to him," said Wendy Luzon, a
family friend who translated and
has been serving as a spokeswoman.
Prime Minister Noun alMaliki, meanwhile, asked parliament to approve six new
Cabinet ministers, all independents, to replace a group that
resigned last month on orders of
radical Shiite cleric Muqtada alSadr.
Al-Sadr, who went into hiding in Iran at the start of the
Baghdad security crackdown,
ordered his ministers to quit the
government over al-Maliki's
refusal to call for a timetable for
U.S. withdrawal.
Al-Maliki was upset because
there were not enough legislators to approve his choices on
the spot, and was instead forced
to delay the vote by three days.
In Washington, National
Security Council spokesman
Gordon Johndroe said U.S. and
Iraqi officials were planning to
increase again the number of
Iraqi security forces to help
quell violence in the country.
About 337,0(X) Iraqi police
and soldiers had been trained
and equipped as of May 9.
Defense
to
according
Department statistics. Officials
hope to have the currently
planned 365,000 in place by the
end of the year, Brig. Gen.
Michael Jones, deputy director
for political-military affairs in
the Middle East for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, told lawmakers
Tuesday.
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Red Cross Blood Drive being
held today at Office Depot

'Go Fly A
Kite' event
scheduled

Calloway County Chapter of American
Red Cross is holding a blood drive today
until 5:30 at the Murray Office Depot. The
Red Cross is committed to provide a safe
and adequate blood supply for the community.
To be eligible to give blood, donors must
be healthy, at least 117 years old (no upper
age limit), weigh at least 110 pounds, not
have given blood in the last 56 days, and
show Red Cross donors card, picture ID
two of any other forms of identificaDatebook or
tion.
A health review will be conducted by
By Jo Burkeen
to determine eligibility to give
staff
the
Community
participant will receive a free
Each
blood.
Editor
gift and refreslunents will be served.

AURORA. Ky. — The
Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee will sponsor the second of many community fun
activities.
On Sunday -Go Fly A Kite"
event will begin at 1 p.m. and
continue until 5 p.m. at the
Aurora Information center.
There is no charge for the
event.
Prizes will be awarded for
the most creative kite, the highest flying kite as well as the
youngest flyer and the oldest
flyer to participate. Awards
are being contributed by the
Aurora businesses.
In the event of rain, the
event will take place on Monday. This is your chance to
actually *Go Fly a Kite!'
For information, call 7056060.'

Federal employees to meet Friday
Kentuck Lake Chapter of active and Federal Em-ployess
will meet Friday II a.m. at Holmes Restaurant, Ky. 121 North.
All active and retired federal employees are urged to attend.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge, 210 Walnut St., Murray, behind Murray
Supply, will be selling BBQ chicken and ribs, on Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. This is a special fundraiser for the
lodge and the public is urged to come by for the event.
Photo provided

731(4

Pictured are MES students who earned "pawsitiye" awards for the week.

T/Innouncem

MES students earn special rewards
Each week Murray Elementary School students earn "pawsitives" throughout the week
and receive special rewards.
Students selected from each class meet with
the principal, Janet S. Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon.
Students receiving the "pawsitive" reward
on May II were as follows:
PI - D'Quan Eyiowuawi. Ava Munsey, Leah
Taylor, Hannah Madden, Caity Ferguson and

Cameron Bosecker;
P2 - Mariah Lyons, Phoebe Shown, Bryce
Hammond and Kristen Scott;
P3 - Gabrielle Gowen, Joe Fredrick, Janae
Farmer, Logan Epperson, Brianna Patterson and
Zac Boardman:
P4 - Parker Wooldrige, Coral Bray, Claire
Wilson, Cam Kelly, Mason Welch and Kayla
Winstead.

Adams reunion on Saturday
The Adams reunion of E.B. and Ora Hill Adams will be
Saturday at noon at West Fork Baptist Church Life Center, Ky.
121 North, near Stella. A potluck meal will be served.

Lassiter reunion on Saturday
The family of Berry and Leona Outland Lassiter will meet
Saturday at 7 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade for the annual family
reunion. The restaurant is now non-smoking.

Outland reunion on Sunday
The annual Outland family reunion will be Sunday starting
alt 10 a.m. at the Dover Park, Dover, Tenn. A potluck lunch
will be served between 12:30 and 1 p.m. Group pictures will
be taken before lunch. Plan to be there for the pictures.

Glory Bound entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Joy Trio and the Liberty Boys Quartet. There is
no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
Wyatt Andrew Miller

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Wyatt A.
Miller

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Mr. and Mrs. Ricky J. Miller
of Twin Oaks Lane. Almo, are
the parents of a son. Wyatt
Andrew Miller. born on Monday. Feb. 12, 2007, at 2:32
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed It pounds
6 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Angela R. Noel. A brother is Jamie Miller.
Grandparents are Ronnie and
Nancy Miller and Bobby and
Sylvia Story, all of Murray.
and Edward Noel. Cadiz.
Great-grandparents arc Kelton and Freda Rogers of Murray and Katherine Noel of
Cadiz.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Woman's Club plans meeting
Murray Woman's Club will hold its annual memorial service tonight at 6 at the club house. Note the earlier time. Later
a potluck salad supper followed by the final general club meeting of the 2006-2007 club year will be held. Martha Crafton
of Murray, first district governor, will be the special speaker
and will install the general club officers and department chairs
and co-chairs for the 2007-2008 club year.

Angels Clinic plans open house

Cooper W.
Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Cunningham of Kirksey are the
parents of a son. Cooper
William Cunningham, born on
Friday. Feb. 16, 2007, at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
6 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Hilary Lyons.
Grandparents are David and
Edith Joseph of Benton. Billy
and Debbie Mills of Kirksey.
Donny Lyons of Murray and
Allen and Julia Cunningham
of Fon Lauderdale, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Guy
and June Cunningham of Mutra and Patncia Goodndge of
I -IT 1',

Photo provoed
ALPHA MEETING: Genie May, left, was a new member at a recent meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Also pictured, from left, are Trish Barton. department chairman, and Linda Feltner and Donna Herndon, hostesses.

Angels Community Clinic will host an open house today
from 3 to 5 in honor of Summer Cross. outgoing executive
director. "We welcome patients, volunteers, professions, family
and friends to this event to honor Cross for her work as executive director," said Vicky Higgins, new director.

Couple will receive degrees of doctor
of medicine Friday from Wright State

Compassionate Friends will meet

DAYTON, Ohio -- Sara
Houston and Abdul Baker will
receive their doctor of medicine degrees at Wright State
University Boonshaft School
of Medicine. Dayton, on Fnday.
Houston is the daughter of
Leslie and Marilyn Houston of
Murray, and attended Murray
State University.
Baker is a graduate of Murray State University.
The couple has one son,
lista' Baker.

Legion Post meeting tonight
Amencan Legion Post #73 will meet tonight at 7 in the
conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. The agenda will focus on continued planning for the
new Legion Hall. All members and veterans are encouraged to
attend. For more information call Post Commander Duane
Brown at 227-7939 or 753-8985.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

'Eating to Control Our Weight' planned

1\11i rray
(
.1

The Calloway County Extension Office will offer "Eating
Top Control Our Weight" starting Thursday. June 7. at 10 a.m.
and continuing for the following six weeks. The classes are
free and open to the public. "Come and let us offer tips to
lose those extra baby pounds and help you guide your children toward healthier choices," said LaDawn Hale. county
extension agent for family and consumer education. For more
information and to pre-register call 753-1452 before June 5.

LASER
Center

Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face veins • Skin Drscolorations
Facial Rejuvenation

Cemetery needs donations

(270) 76 1 -4999
Photo provodel
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Pictured are Abdul Baker, Sara Houston and Usuf Baker
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Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7:30 in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

I=

0111

6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
137 Flat Road • Renton, K1 • b miles north of Kirksey
527-5999 or 227-5982

New Concord Cemetery is in need of donations for the
upkeep for the summer months. Donations may be mailed to
Mike Coleman. 296 Buchanan Lane. New Concord, KY 42076.

Bethel Cemetery needs funds
Bethel Cemetery. located on Bethel Road. Murray, is in
need of donations to help with the maintenance of the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Judith Lamb, 543 Temple
Hill Dr.. Alnx), KY 42020.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.
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How much more can you eat!
My whole family loves
pasta and what better time to
eat pasta than summer. These
are recipes that even old Dad
can make. Children love to
make and
eat pasta so
here goes.
Papa
Mike's
Garlic
Shrimp
Pasta
— I
pound fresh
frozen
Tried &True or
large shrimp
Recipes in shells
By Mr. Mom —1
Mark Anderson large garlic
bulb
— 1 tablespoon olive oil
— 2 tablespoons lemon
juice
— 1 red or yellow sweet
pepper, quartered lengthwise
— I onion, cut into 1/2inch slices
— 3 cups packaged dried
cavatelli (curled shells)
— 2 tablespoons butter.
softened
— 1/2 teaspoon salt
— 1/2 teaspoon freshly
ground black pepper
— 1/3 cup shredded Asiago or Parmesan cheese
Thaw shrimp, if frozen.
Peel and devein shrimp, leaving tails intact. Rinse shrimp;
pat dry with paper towels.
Cover and refrigerate until
ready to grill.
With a sharp knife, cut off
the top 1/2 inch from garlic
bulb to expose the ends of
the individual cloves. Leaving
garlic bulb whole, remove any
loose, papery outer layers.
Fold an 18x9-inch piece of
heavy foil in half to make a
9-inch square. Place garlic
bulb, cut side up, in center of
foil. Drizzle bulb with I-1/2
teaspoons of the oil. Bring up
opposite edges of foil and
seal with a double fold. Fold
remaining edges together to
completely enclose garlic,
leaving room for steam to
build.
For a charcoal grill,
arrange medium-hot coals
around a drip pan. Test for
medium heat above the pan.
Place garlic on greased grill
rack over drip pan; Cover and
grill for 30 minutes. (For a
gas grill, preheat grill. Reduce
heat to medium. Adjust for
indirect cooking. Grill as
above.)
Meanwhile, thread shrimp
onto long metal skewers, leaving a 1/4-inch space between
pieces. In a small bowl combine the remaining oil and 1
tablespoon of the lemon juice;
brush over shrimp and vegetables. Add skewers to grill
over drip pan; add vegetables
to grill directly over coals.
Cover and grill for 8 to 10
minutes more or until garlic
is soft, shrimp are opaque.
and vegetables are tender,
turning shrimp and vegetables
once halfway through grilling.
Remove from grill.
Cool garlic and vegetables
slightly. Coarsely chop vegetables. While shrimp and vegetables are grilling, cook pasta
according to package directions; drain. Return pasta to
hot pan. Squeeze garlic pulp
into a small bowl. Thoroughly
mash garlic pulp. Add butter,
salt, and black pepper: mix
well. In a large bowl combine
pasta and garlic mixture: toss
to coat. Add shrimp. vegeta
bles, remaining lemon juice
and cheese; toss gently to
mix. Serve immediately.
Romano and Vegetable
Pasta
— 8 ounces dried zin or
penne pasta
— 2-1/2 cups broccoli florets
— 1-1/2 cups asparagus or
green beans cut into I-inch
pieces
— 2 large ripe tomatoes
— I cup light ricotta
cheese
— 1/4 cup snipped fresh
basil
— 1 teaspoon dried thyme.
crushed
— 4 teaspoons balsamic
s mega(
— 1 tablespoon olive oil
— 1 clove garlic. minced
-- 1/2 teaspoon salt
— 1/2 teaspoon freshly
ground black pepper
— 2 tablespoons grated
Parmesan or Romano cheest
Cook pasta according to
package directions. omitt,,,
any oil. or salt and add,;.:
broccoli sod asparagus or
green beans the last 3 min
utes of cooking. drain. Meanwhile, place a fine strainer
over a large bowl. Cut tomatoes in half: squeeze seeds

and juice into strainer. With
the back of a spoon, press on
seeds to extract juice; discard
seeds, reserving tomatoes.
Add ricotta cheese, basil,
thyme, vinegar, oil, garlic,
salt, and pepper to tomato
juice in bowl; mix well. Chop
reserved tomatoes; stir into
ricotta mixture. Add hot
cooked pasta and vegetables
to ricotta mixture. Toss to
combine. Sprinkle each serving with Parmesan cheese;
serve immediately.
Colleen's Angel Hair
Pasta
— 16 stalks fresh asparagus
— 1 tablespoon olive oil
— 4 cloves garlic, minced
— 6 medium tomatoes,
seeded and chopped (2-1/4
cups)
— 1/4 cup dry white
wine
— 1/4 teaspoon salt
— 1 tablespoon butter
— 1 9-ounce package
refrigerated angel hair pasta
— 1/4 cup shredded fresh

basil
Trim asparagus and rinse
in cold water. Remove the
tips; set aside. Bias-slice
remaining asparagus stalks
into I- to 1-1/2-inch pieces;
set aside. Heat oil in a large
skillet over medium heat. Add
the garlic and 1/4 teaspoon
pepper; cook and stir I
minute. Add tomatoes; cook
and stir about 2 minutes
more. Add asparagus pieces,
wine, and salt to mixture.
Cook, uncovered, for 3
minutes. Add asparagus tips;
cook, uncovered, for I minute
more. Add butter; stir until
melted. Meanwhile, cook
pasta according to package
directions. Drain pasta. Return
to pan and toss with asparagus mixture and basil.
We are always in need of
recipes so if you have a
favorite recipe send it to
mrmommurray@bellsouth.net
or Mr. Mom at Murray
Ledger & Times. As my
daughter said " That's a keeper!"

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
YARD OF THE MONTH: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected
the yard of Jerry and Clara Lee at 2212 Woodgate, Murray, as the yard of the month for May.
The department makes this selection each month to give credit to those residents for their care
of their yard.
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Arts
www.surraaillmo

Photo provided

MMS WINNING ART STUDENTS: Murray Middle School students were honored by art teacher, Gena Maley dunng the annual student art show at the "MMS Arts Night". Student artworks
were juned and winners were selected at each grade level. Pictured are the winners, left photo, front row, 4th grade winners, 1st place Abby Franklin, 2nd place John Ryne Winchester, 3rd
place Elizabeth Grogan; back row, 5th grade winners, 1st place Chaney Curd, 2nd place Hannah Wilson, 3rd place Symphony Timberlake, and Maley; right photo, front row 6th grade winners, 1st place Amber Clinton, 2nd place Joseph Winchester, 3rd place Alex Ward, Honorable Mention Shanna Williams.; middle row, 7th grade winners, 1st place Haley Stewart, 2nd place
Kathryn Parlato, 3rd place Zac Maley, Honorable Mention Tom Campbell; back roll 8th grade winners, 1st place Nathan Kennedy. 2nd place lan Holmes, 3rd place Alex Stephens, Honorable
Mention Alex Bloodworth, and Maley.

Painters' Holiday with Friends
of Tennessee Wildlife Refuge
planned for June 2 with Stapp
Painters' Holiday, a day of landscape paint- outside trying to capture on canvas the feel,
ing on the Tennessee Wildlife Refuge will take ings I experience and the beauty of the natni,
place Saturday. June 2. Led by artist Ann ral world. "At present my medium of choice
Stapp. the event is sponsored by Friends of is oil," said Stapp, "and that's what we'll be
the Tennessee National Wildlife Refuge. A $50 working with during Painters' Holiday. Whethet
fee includes instruction and painting opportu- I get a painting finished or just a start one
nities from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., as well as lunch. that will be finished in the studio, paintii4
Pre-registration is required and class size is out of doors is an indescribable feeling."
Participants will meet at Childs Overlook at
limited.
Instructor Ann Stapp is a founding member the Britton Ford area. Register for Painteis:
of the Tennessee River Fine Arts League. She's Holiday by calling (731) 642-2091 or at die
shown in juried shows in Murray and May- refuge office at 3006 Dinkins Ln., in Paris',
field and in Memphis, Tenn. She has received Tenn.
Painters' Holiday is part of the ongo
the Juror's Award at the Mayfield show and
has twice received the purchase award in the Refuge Discovery Series sponsored by the Frie
Pans-Henry County Arts Council Art Show. Stapp group. Friends of the Tennessee National Wildl
has studied at the Art Students' League in New Refuge. Inc is a non-profit group dedicated
es a...switit.v ,,sufijaerting the refuge, promoting the •rese
York City and ,presently
csi-14m• doe of its natural and historical re
thi
rni
-rtiellk-sisi
.
fostering its use and enjoyment byKe ViTh ic
"Painting has become my main thrust in For more information log on to www.tmt•r
Photo provided
life." said Stapp. "My favonte thing is to be friends.org.
Artist and instructor Ann Stapp is pictured painting.
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CLASS A TRACK

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

'Breds haunted by pitching
woes in loss to Southeast

Murray
girls win

MSU, MCDONALD FORCED TO USE
'THREE PITCHERS IN 10-7 LOSS TO REDHAWKS

regional

face No. 5 seed Eastern Kentucky (23-28-1)
— an 8-3 loser to fourth-seeded Samford in
Wednesday's first game — in today's 11
a.m. loser's bracket contest.
While McDonald was still unsure as of
late last night who he would start against the , Staff Report
Colonels, the coach said sophomore leftDRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — The Murray
hander Anthony Stacy — sporting a 2-1
High Lady Tigers claimed a First Region
record and a 6.15 ERA — was a good bet to
championship, and Murray qualified a
get the call.
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & limes
handful of individuals for state competition
Whoever took the mound for Murray this
.urray State pitching coach Paul Wyczawski (4) talks to
during the finals of the Class A, First
morning was hoping for a better outing than
iktarter Mike Perconte and catcher Jason Payton during a
Region track & field meet on Wednesday at
starter Mike Perconte offered against
break in the action in Wednesday night's OVC Tournament
Marshall County High School.
SEMO.
contest against SEMO. Perconte suffered the loss, allowing
The Lady Tigers won the team competiDespite holding the Redhawks scoreless
six runs on eight hits in six innings of work, as the 'Breds fell
tion, edging second-place Fort Campbell
10-7.
•See MSLI, 28
93-90 in the final team scoring. Trigg
County was a distant third with 72 points in
the 14--team field.
Nicole Edison, Casey Dowty and
Catherine Claywell each earned individual
state berths with their efforts in the pole
vault and high jump competitions, respectively. Hannah Boone, Amanda McDonald,
Camille Bolin and Selina Lajaret also qualified for their efforts in relay events.
On the boys' side, the Tigers earned a
sixth-place finish in the overall team standings, earning 48 points. Russellville
claimed the region title with 83 points, followed by Fort Campbell (78) and Trigg
County (71).
Tyler Glynn led the Tigers' state quali,
-_—_,...„
fiers by qualifying in three events — the
100 meter dash, the 4x100 meter relay and
the long jump. Also qualifying for Murray
ial.11111
were Will Pitman, C.J. Darcus • Jonathon
111111111111111111111111111
Hammonds, Aaron Jones and William
/11111111141111111**Miliena
111101111111111111111111111111.1111111Wiatikiii
111/114•11
Murrell.
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.
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In the girls' competition, Edison and
s''::•
•174/6altbaul
Claywell earned the top finishes for the
311111111111111111Thisliatozap
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Lady Tigers.
Edison won the pole vault with a leap of
7 feet, while Claywell earned the top spot in
•Ir
the high jump with a leap of 5 feet, 2 inches. Dowty placed second in the pole vault
behind Edison with a leap of 5 feet, 6 inches, and she was fourth in the high jump*4
feet, 8 inches.
Dowty was also third in the 800 with a
'
.000
time of 2:30.99, coming in ahead of fourthplace finisher Lajaret at 2:36.16. Lauren
Owen was fourth in the 300 hurdles in a
time of 56.71. Ania Phillips was third in the
100 hurdles in a time of 18.09.
Alex Nance placed fifth in the 3200 in a
time of 15:08.82. Caitlin Williams placed
sixth in the same competition in 15:28.26.
In the 4x100 relay, the team of
McDonald, Owens, Carly Mathis and
Addie Rigsby placed fifth in a time of
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
53.78. The same foursome was fourth in the
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Brooke Salley (front) and Blair Lane will play in today's Kentucky
4x200 with a time of 1:56.43.
is Murray High's first since Ellen Haymen and Leeane Hewlett to reach the state tournament.
In the 4x400, the team of Lajaret, Bolin,
Boone and McDonald earned third place in
4:25.08. Bolin, Lajaret, Dowty and Hayley
Wright were third in the 4x800 in 11:13.53.
In other field events, McDonald was
opporthe
enjoying
stride, but more importantly
By MICHAEL DANN
sixth in the long jump with a leap of 13 feet.
tunity.
Sports Writer
lair Lane is embarking on unfamiliar terri2 inches. Claywell was fourth in the triple
"I'm just excited because I've never been able
I.
jump.
tory, even though the places and names to go to state before, and I think it'll be a really
good experience," Salley said. "This is all new
are all too familiar for her.
Ashanti Wilson was fourth in the shot
Lane is making a return trip to the for me, so I will really be relying on her to show
put with a throw of 28 feet, 3 inches, and
Kentucky High School Athletic Association State me the ropes and help me out as much as she can
Jessica Lee was fourth in the discus with a
Tennis Tournament in Lexington today — some- up there."
throw of 78 feet, 4 inches. Wilson placed
In a case of "been-there. done-that," Lane said
thing she's accomplished the past three years.
fourth in the discus at 73 feet, 4 inches.
the opportunity to go as a doubles team is someBut this year, she's adding a little twist to it.
In the boys' competition, Glynn claimed
Two years ago as a sophomore, she competed thing she's embraced from the beginning of the
the long jump with a leap of 21 feet,6 inchseason.
qualified
She
player.
in the event as a singles
es. He was also sixth in the triple jump with
"After a while, going as a single just gets kind
again last year, opting out of the tournament to
a jump of 40 feet, 11 inches. He was third
of boring," she said. "I went my sophomore year.
take a trip to England. France and Italy .
in the 100 meters in 11.13.
to
wanted
I
year
this
decided
I
fun.
was
that
and
. Lane. now a senior, will return to the
Murrell won the pole vault with a leap of
University of Kentucky — site of the tournament go as a double. I finally had someone who I could
8 feet, 6 inches.
;--- to play alongside sophomore teammate play with that I felt we would do just as good as
if I were playing as a single."
Brooke Salley in the doubles competition.
The Tigers' 4x100 relay team of Glynn,
Her experience goes beyond her first-hand
: The Lady Tiger tandem was scheduled to play
Pitman, Darcus and Hammonds was second
Bridget Neal and Hannah Laskey of Highlands at knowledge.
with a time of 45.64. The 4x800 relay team
Lane comes from a tennis family. Her brother,
965 a.m. CDT in the first round of the bottom
of Paul Gong, Michael Orr, Grantt Darnell
Boone, who is five years older, played No. 1 at
btacket.
and Chase Darnell placed sixth in a time of
: Playing alongside a sophomore is an interest- Murray High for several years. Her mother.
9:33.64.
ing situation for Lane. who is the all-time win- Diana. played No. 1 singles on the PaducahPitman was fifth in the 200 meters at
ningest girls tennis player at Murray High. When based USTA team that won Nationals in 1987.
23.96, while Chase Darnell finished sixth in
as
statewide
ranked
father.
was
Denny.
her
And
doubles
and
she
ago.
years
two
qualified
she
the 3200 meters at 11:45.27.
partners Ellen Haymen and Lecane Hewlett were an adult, winning more than 20 state champiJones was third in the 3oo hurdles in
the first Lady Tigers to advance to the state tour- onships.
The relationship between Lane and Salley is 111111.
44.86. while Stephen Foriest finished fifth
nament since 1986.
in 45.61. In the 110 high hurdles. Foriest
Despite Salley making her first state tourna- primarily on the tennis court, where strengths
finished sixth in 19.66.
ment appearance. the two said they're taking it in
O See DUO,28
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — Finding some consistency from his pitching staff has been a
season-long struggle for Murray State head
coach Rob McDonald.
And Wednesday night's Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament opener against
Southeast Missouri State was no different.
McDonald was forced to use three pitchers against the third-seeded Redhawks (3222), and none of them were particularly
effective as Southeast put the sixth-seeded
Thoroughbreds on the brink of elimination
in a 10-7 final at Brooks Stadium.
The 'Breds (18-34) were scheduled to
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Rocket struggles in second minor league tuneup
TRENTON. NJ.(AP) — Roger Clemens didlook ready for the major leagues on Wednesday
night.
The seven-time Cy Young Award winner
allowed three runs and six hits in 5 1-3 innings
* s& pitching for the New York Yankees' DoubleM
AsTrenton farm team against Boston's Portland.
kiaine. affiliate.
Clemens wasn't bothered by the results.
• "So fat so good." he said after his second minor
league start since signing with the Yankees.
Clemens refused to say where his next start for

the Yankees would be. He said he has told team
officials how he feels, adding that an intense
bullpen workout on Friday might be the deciding
factor. He said his arm and legs both felt good.
"I felt the last three or four days when I backed
off my routine to give my body a chance to catch
up. I expected it to respond well, and it did,"
Clemens said.
His pitching was shaky at times. He threw 64 of
102 pitches for sinkes, struggling with his control .
He walked the bases loaded in the first inning and
walked in the tying run in the sixth.

Clemens would have been the losing pitcher
hut the Thunder tied the game at 3-all in the ninth
and won 4-3 in the 10th inning. By that time,
about 95 percent of the record crowd of 9.134 was
gone, with most walking out after giving the 44year-old a standing ovation after he was yanked
because of his pitch count.
"I think throwing 102 pitches. that was what he
was waiting for." Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
They amved three hours before the game and
packed the first base line to catch a glimpse of
Clemens. He finally walked to the bullpen about

30 minutes before the game and warmed up for 20
minutes.
Clemens walked four, struck out five, hit a batter and threw a wild pitch. He gave up four extra
base hits, including three doubles and a triple.
"It was one step in the nght direction, a little
further down the road," Clemens said."I'm glad to
get one more done."
The fans were funny though.
After Clemens threw two balls to start the
game, one yelled:
"Come on throw a striker
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XTREME VICTORY!: The Murray Xtreme U-10 girls' soccer team recently took
first plce in
the Hopkinsville Kickers Klassic spring tournament. The squad defeated
teams from
Madisonville, Henderson and Hopkinsville to win the event. Team members
pictured
include (seated, from left) Sydney Vogt, McKinsey Speight, (back row) Bethany
Vogt,
Callie Adams, Caitlin Garner, Sarah Humprheys, Alicia Grady, Lily Ramey and
Kenzley
Sparks. Not pictured are Maddie Balmer and coaches Jeff Sparks and Jeremy Speight.

HOCKEY

Preds being sold to Canadian billionaire
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- Nashville
Predators owner Craig Leipold tapped into country music star power and catchy marketing slogans. He helped the NHL negotiate a new labor
deal friendly to small-market franchises and even
traded for Peter Forsberg.
After 10 years, it still wasn't enough.
The Wisconsin businessman, tired of losing
money, reached an agreement to sell his team to

Canadian billionaire Jim Balsillie, the same man
who pulled out of a deal to buy the Pittsburgh
franchise in December after the NHL insisted he
commit to not moving the Penguins.
Leipold told Predators employees of the sale in
a meeting Wednesday in Nashville, according to a
person familiar with the sale who spoke to The
Associated Press on condition of anonymity
because the deal had not been finalized.
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From Page 18
and weaknesses are defined and
the pair complement one another.
"We let Brooke serve first
because her serve is better."
Lane said. "I'm better at the net,
so we really just feed off each
other a lot. She's always really
excited, so she keeps me happy.
Sometimes it's easy to get upset.
'That's one thing that we do
good. We don't really take anything seriously." Lane added.

"We shake things off. We laugh
and help each other. I don't
think we've ever really been
mad at each other."
Lane and Salley's loss in the
region semifinals was only their
second loss this season, which
included 17 wins.
Both are looking to analyze
First Region competition with
that from other regions in the
state and look to make their
school proud in their efforts.
"It's just fun to go up there

and compare our region to others. It's interesting to see how
our region ranks with the
regions up there." Lane said.
"It's always been, if you left this
region in any other sport, you
kind of expect to lose. But in
tennis, our region is always up
there with the best of all the others. It's one of the sports that no
matter what, we're just as good
as the teams we see at the state
tournament."

ST. LOUIS (API — Kip
Wells got a new catcher, then he
finally got a victory.
Wells ended a seven-game
losing streak with seven strong
innings and was backed by three
home runs, a rare power display
that helped the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the Pittsburgh
Pirates 5-3 on Wednesday night.
In an effort to end the slump,
manager Tony La Russa had
Wells working with backup
Gary Bennett instead of Yadier
Molina for the first time.
"He came out there at one
point and basically demanded
that we make good pitches."
Wells said. "Not that Yaddy
can't do that, but having had a
chance to work with Gary, I
think it was a good change and a
good opportunity for me."
Bennett thought Wells was a
lot more aggressive than in previous outings.
"He was trusting his fastball
and attacking hitters rather than
trying to trick everybody or
pitch away from contact,"
Bennett said. "He got the ball
and was just firing it."
David Eckstein opened the
first with his fifth career leadoff
homer, Jim Edmonds hit his second of the year in the second and
Chris Duncan added a two-run
shot in the fifth for the
Cardinals, who have won two
straight after losing five in a
row.
The Cardinals have hit a
major league-low eight homers
this month, five from Duncan,
who has connected in three
straight games.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 121n St • Murray. KY .753-3415
,an Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
New York
29 16 644
Atlanta
27 19 587 21/2
Philadelphia
23 23 500 6 1/2
Florida
22 24 478 7 1/2
Washington
18 29 383
12
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
Milwaukee
28 19 596
Houston
21 25 457 61/2
Chicago
20 24 455 6 12
8
Pittsburgh
19 26 422
18 25 419
8
St Louis
Cincinnati
18 29 383
10
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
Los Angeles
27 20 574
San Diego
26 20 565 1,2
522
12
Francisco
22
2
San
24
Arizona
25 23 521 2 1 2
7
Colorado
20 27 426

Wednesday's Scores
Phiia)eiphia 8, Florida 7 10 innings
Washington 12, Cincinnati 7
N Y Mets 3. Atlanta 0
St Louis 5 Pittsburgh 3
Colorado 2 Arizona 0
San Diego 2 Chicago Cubs 1
L A Dodgers 5. Milwaukee 1
San Francisco 9 Houston 1
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Gorzelanny 5-2) at St Louis
(Looper 5-3), 12 10 p m
Philadelphia (Lieber 2-2) at Florida
6-3), 605 pm
Washington (Bans* 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Belisle 4-3). 6 10 p m
N V Mets (Dianne 5-1) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 6-2), 6 35 p m
Houston (Rodriguez 2-3) at Arizona
(Owings 2-1). 8 40 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 5-1) at San
Diego (Young 5-3). 9.05 p m
Friday's Games
N V Mets (Maine 5-2) at Ronda (Mitre
2-2). 6 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 2-6) at Cincinnati
(Harang 5-2). 6 10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Moyer 4-3) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 5-2), 635 p m
Washington (Bowie 0-2) at St Louis
(Reyes 0-7). 7 10 p.m
Houston IW Williams 1-6) at Anzona
IR.JOhnson 2-2) 840 p.m
Milwaukee (Bush 3-4) at San Diego
(Maddux 3-3). 905 pm
Colorado (Hirsh 2-4) at San Francisco
(Cain 2-4). 9.15 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (LA)/ 4-2) at L.A
Dodgers(Lowe 4-5), 9.40 p.m

American League Standings
Sit Tidies CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
31 15 674
—
New Yon,
21 24 467 9 1/2
Baltimore
21 25 457
10
Toronto
20 25 44410 1/2
18 27 40012 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
28 17 622
—
Cleveland
27 17 614 12
Chicago
23 20 535
4
Minnesota
22 24 478 6 12
19 28.404
Kansas City
10
West Division
W
L Pct GB
28 19 596
Los Angeles
—
Oakland
23 23 500 4 1/2
Seattle
21 21 500 4 1/2
Texas
18 29 383
10

Wednesday's Scores
Minnesota 5. Texas 3
N Y Yankees 8, Boston 3
Detroit 8. L.A Angels 7
Baltimore 5, Toronto 2
Seattle 5. Tampa Bay 1
Kansas City 11. Cleveland 7
Oakland 4. Chicago White Sox 0
Today's Games
LA Angels (B Santana 3-51 at Detroit
(E3onderman 2-0). 12:05 pm
Seattle (Ramirez 4-2) at Tampa Bay
(Seo 2-4), 2.10 p m.
Toronto (Marcum 2-2) Si Baltimore
(Guthrie 2-1). 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Sowers 0-4) at Kansas City
(De La Rosa 4-3). 7 10 p m
Friday's Games
Cleveland (Byrd 4-1) at Detroit
(Robertson 4-3), 605 pm
Oakland (Haren 4-2) at Baltimore
(Bedard 3-2). 6 05 p m.
LA Angels (Jer Weaver 3-3) at N Y
Yankees (Cltppard 1-0), 605 pm
Boston (Matsuzaka 6-2) at Texas
(McCarthy 4-4), 7 05 p m
Toronto (Litsch 1-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 1-0). 7 10 p m.
Seattle (F Hernandez 2-2) at Kansas
City (Meche 3-2). 7 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 3-0) at Chicago
White Sox (auehne 2-1). 711 p.m.
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From Page 1B
for the first three innings. the
Junior right-hander — who
entered Wednesday's play with
a 6-6 mark and a 7.27 ERA in
17 appearances 114 starts) this
season — came unglued in the
fourth after being staked to a 40 lead. A one-out home run off the
bat of catcher Jim Klocke ignited a six-run outburst for the
Redhawks. who sent nine hitters
to the plate and picked up six
hits in an inning that turned
around the fortunes of both
teams.
Klocke's blast over the fence
in right-center field started a
string of five straight hits for
Southeast. The big blow of the
frame, however, came on a
three-run shot by right fielder
Daryl Graham, as the Redhawks
opened a 6-4 lead.
McDonald agreed with the
assessment that the second time
through the SEM()order proved
to he the downfall for Perconte.
who looked like the purported
staff ace after allowing only one
hit and striking out two in
breezing through the first three
innings.
"I think a lot of times, good
hitters get better when they have
seen a pitcher a little hit more
They just got better hitting
him the second time through."
said McDonald of his hurler.
who threw 139 pitches in a win
over Jacksonville State last
Friday at Reagan Field "We
were trying to be aware that he
had a httle shatter week than
usual. but I saw no sign of him

V
41.
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Sophmore third baseman Tyler Owen swings through this offenng
from Southeast Missoun
pitcher Dustin Renfrow during the 'Breds 10-7 OVC Tournamen
t loss to the Redhawks on
Wednesday night at Brooks Stadium in Paducah.

being weak. They just did a better job the second time."
The 'Bred% appeared poised
to make up for Perconte's struggles when they loaded the bases
with no outs in the top of the
seventh. But, two batters later.
MSU was out of the inning and
had nothing to show for it but
one run.
Jamie Leidolf got things
started with a single. and Justin
Yount then reached after getting
hit by a pitch as the 'Breds
chased SEMO starter Dustin
Renfrow, Reliever Ivan Nails
surrendered a bunt single to
Austin Swain to load the bases.
Seth Hudson's sacnfice fly
to center scored Leidolf to pull
Murray to within just 6-5. But
the 'Breds• rally was quickly
extinguished with a double play.
Akin struck out swinging, and
then Yount was picked off second in a rundown on a straight
steal.
"It was a full-count steal.
What the bascrunner is taught is
that it's the hitter's responsibility to put the ball in play."
explained McDonald of the
sequence that ended his ballclubs potential Ng inning."Our
haserunner got frozen.... It's an
aggressive play. and it's a little
hit of a gamble But No. I. the
hitter swung and missed, so
you've gin a problem when you
don't get the hat on the ball"
Southeast seized momentum
in the bottom of the seventh.
scoring four runs on three hits
while capitalizing on two MSU
emirs -- one by lefty reliever
Matt McGaha, who allowed

four runs on three hits while
issuing two walks in a disastrous one-third of an inning of
work.
Freshman right-hander Brad
Rowland came in to restore
some sense of order. But by that
time it proved too little too late
for the •Breds. who trailed 10-5
heading into the final two
innings.
For McDonald, MSU•s
pitching woes proved hard to
watch.
"We've been trying to develop some consistency from our
guys in the bullpen," he said
"All of them have been good at
times, and all of them have not
at times.... We're not where we
want to be there."
The •Breds mounted one last
offensive gasp in the ninth.
scoring twice on a single by
pinch hitter Kyle Tiernan before
pushing across another run on a
fielder's choice. But reliever
Josh Parham eventually closed
nit the win for SEMO,
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Card of Thanks
We would like to thank everyone
for the kindness shown to us during George Teeple's illness and
passing. We sincerely appreciate
the members of Coldwater
Methodist Church and the Coldwater
Methodist singers for their hospitality.
Thanks also to Pastor Bro. Tim Palmer for his
'comforting words. Everyone that knew
George loved him and he them.
God Bless Everyone,
His daughters &families, stepson and friend

"In Memory"
of Gail Burkeen
12/2811953-5-24-1987
Today, 20 years ago and the
pain is still there and we know
we shouldn't ask why, but
sometimes it's just there. We
accept thefact that god needed
you more. You were the best
daughter, sister, and the best
aunt a niece or nephew could
ever ask for.
We still miss you,
Family of Gail Burkeen
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PML,Inc.
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN. 38242
Attn: Human Resource Manager
Candidates must have a high-school diploma or equivalent education, minimum of two years supervisory experience in a manufacturing environment. Lean Manufacturing knowledge and
experience preferred. The candidate must be aggressive, hard
working and willing to work overtime, when necessary. Good
written and oral communication skills are a must.

PML, Inc. offers a full benefit package including:
Medical
401K
Dental
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KINDERMUSIK
Summer Classes for
ages 18 months-5
years. Classes starling
June 11 1 Call to register or for more information Linda Stalls
753-3763. Kimberly
Duncan 759-9015

1114441i 51(4
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
NATIONAL firm seeks
independent Janitorial
company to sub wet
work (scrubs and
strips) for retail stores,
need insurance &
equipment call 800838-5200 x1740 Ask
for Buddy

767-1199

Paid Vacation
Paid Holidays

Vision
Life

PML, Inc. is a member of the Tennessee Drug Free Workplace.
Successful completion of a drug test is required before beginning
work.
Equal Employee Opportunity Employer
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking Physical
Therapists. Therapists will have the opportunity to
work in the inpatient/outpatient setting. Home
Health, and/or our skilled nursing facility. Parttime and full-time positions are available, flexible
schedules also are available.
Interested candidates must be a Registered
Physical Therapist and licensed in the State of
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary package including sign-on bonus, health, vision, dental, and retirement. Interested candidates should
send a resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opponunits Employer

LOST cat May 14
Female, gray & white,
long hair, Westwood
Call today to inquire
how to get your Senior Dr. area. 759-3229
060
or Wedding photos tree.
Help Red.
Lynn's Studio

on

Help Waded

Resumes for the position of 3rd shift Manufacturing
Supervisor should be mailed to the address below:

AMBASSADORS
WANTED:

753-1001

060
Minted

PML, Inc., a leading manufacturer of extruded and molded rubber
products for the automotive industry, has a position open for a
qualified individual to become an integral part of the PML team.

Lost and Found

mes
n

060
Help Nanled

TRIG*COUNTY

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
Occur
. using this information do so at their
own risk Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any.
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME JOB OPENING

DRIVER WANTED

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST
$$$ Good Pay $U
Dependable and
enthusiastic people
needed part-time
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business $7/hr
bonuses For interview
call after
12noon.(270)753-6009
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-4439004
CHILD care center
seeking afternoon and
help
daytime
Experience necessary.
Apply in person at
1406-B N 12th St.
nursery
CHURCH
position
attendant
Sunday
available
mornings
$10 per
hour. Send resume to
Presbyterian
First
Church, 1606 Poplar
St. Murray, KY 42071
753-6460

*3-5 YRS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
*ULTRASOUND AND'OR CT CAPABILITY
PREFERRED
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online at
www.tngghospital.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

HVAC TECHNICIANS
td

I hi rntim

;7

seeking

estahlished
Service

Technici.ii

nimum 3 ears experience in comma.
residential

IIVAC. Took

requil.

client salar, benefits and retircm
. Lige. Send resume or pickup applicall
Chestnut Si NItirrm. KY 421171

Temporary Ag/Tobacco Workers
Needed For Workman Farms
Hazel, KY 42049
06/I 5/21:X/7- 10/30/2007
06/29/2007-10/30/2007

ice
SPECIALTY
creams at Sandra D's
94 East. 293-3816

060

Soo hiring dat its
night cooks & day
servers. apply in
person Moa.-Fri.

Wage minimum of $8.65 per hour. 75% of hours listed on toll order will be guaranteed. All tools will be
provided at no coo Housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met Contact
local Department Employment Service Office
KYO - 242569

616 N. 1211e Street.
Murray
No phew calk plaur.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions.
LPN/RN full-lime
10PM-8AM M.F.
Anyone interested m
becoming pan of our
town may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W.
Farthing Si., k4aylield.
KY 42066

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Cwii Enterprises
may be just the piece
for you' Ful erne positions avoid:4e.
APPIY at
Martial Ms America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5111

FUTURE'S Golf Club
in Puryear is seeking
an experienced
groundskeeper.
Knowledge Ni greens
mow**,cup cutting.
syringing. Mc a must.
LAW* resume or application at 1120 Puryear
Country Club Rd. No
phone calls.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
GENERAL
Maintenance, Paint &
repair for apts. Send
resume to 108 N. 12th
St.
No phone calls
JANITORIAL position.
Part-time 20 hrsiwk,
evening hours. Call
759-4851
Lake
KENTUCKY
Surgery Center seeking part-time RNs &
LPNs with nursing
experience Day shift
hours. Send resume to
1002
KLSC.
Cornerstone Dr., Stole
B. Pans, TN 38242 or
apply in person.
Spring
LAKELAND
Water now hiring for
full-time route salesperson Please send
resume to P.O.Box
1062, Murray, KY
42071.
LAND
maintenancelandscap
mg Long hours/good
pay Call 270-3500905 for information
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drtve-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PART-TIME to possible tuft-time RN need
ad for medical office
Send resume to P0
Box 630, Murray. KY
42071

NOTICE

060
li. Wanted
PLUMBERS- KY
licensed only. Large
commercial protect(s)
with immediate/longterm needs located in
W. KY, Best pay
+Benefits. (877)6858936
SEEKING: Part-time
music minister for
West Kentucky
church. The successful candidate will
develop and promote a
music program that
encourages the worship and praise of
Jesus Chnst for all
ages, creates an
excitement for worship
and Bible study.
Experienced in traditional, blended and
contemporary music a
plus. Will be responsible for developing programs for all
ages. Send resumes
to: Music Search
Committee, Memorial
Baptist Church, 906
Main Street, Murray,
KY 42071.
SIGNOPTIX
Call
Center is seeking a
phone sales representative for its church
sales market.
Duties include: follow
up to lead requests,
sending out catalogs,
quoting marquee and
message center signage to church leadership and committee
members, processing
orders and expanding
the calling base.
SignOptix is a division
Sportable
of
Scoreboards and offers
competitive
wages.
sales commission and
a comprehensive benefit package.
If you have excellent
communication
and
phone skills, are detailoriented and motivated
to succeed, submit
your resume to: recruiting@ scoreboard1 com
or complete an application at: 106 Max Hurt
Dnve, Murray.
SOMEONE to clean
apartments for property
management company.
Send resume to 108 N.
12th St., Murray.
TENNESSEE Asphalt
Company has an
immediate opening for
a Dump Truck Driver.
Must have a Class A
License, clean motor
vehicle record and 2
years minimum driving
experience. Apply in
person at 1815 E.
Wood Street, Paris.
Absolutely no phone
Equal
calls.
Opportunity Employer.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
WILL babysrl in my
home M-F, in town,
experience & references
759-1683 227-3913

Due to Memorial Day the
classified deadlines have changed.
'Friday May 25 is Wednesday May 23 at 3:00pm
'Saturday May 26 Is Thursday May 24 at 10:00am
*Monday May 28 is Thursday May 24 at noon
"Smart Saver May 30 is Thursday May 24 at noon
*Tuesday May 29 is Friday May 25 at 10:00nq
*Wednesday May 30 is Friday May 25 at 3:00pm

COME JOIN US!
Friday, May 25 • 9AM-6PM
RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Hwy 641 North • 753-8501
Receive 30% off any 1 item with this coupe
I.

140

150
Want lo Buy

Sfrorily

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ER.wf
ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Articles
For Sale

I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment. ATVs
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything. 270-970-1010

NEW pool table, neve
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
must sell
$1,500,
(573)686-2311

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901

BUYING
United
States coin collections. Paying blue
book value. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOLD & silver coins &
Jewelry. 753-6793
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-1633.
150
Arlides
For Sale
$1 silver certificates
and silver dollars, 2936999
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must
sell
$3,600.
(573)300-1031
39 gallon fish tank,
w/everything.
753-8165
65 in. JVC HD
widescreen protection
TV, like new, retail
$3,600, selling for
$1,800. E-mail iconnawaye chadernet for
questions or pictures
or call (618)521-0294
BRAUN L400U automatic w/c lift for fullsize van. $500 OBO.
Coca-Cola collection.
Hummel figurines. 2275508
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FRESH Fish
Locally grown whole
tilapia on ice at the
morning
Saturday
Farmers Market in
Murray.
MD Farms LLC
270-436-2216

Computer Network
Support

Systems Weinites

VISA

rit,tury Family History
Books
759-493f
753-235(

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

1995 14x70 Clayton,
28R/2B, C/H/A. newly
remodeled, new carpet, paint, front door,
etc. must see to appreciate. $9,500 OBO.
978-1070
FOR sale by owner.
on 1-acre, 573
Pottertown rd, near
Wildcat Beach, sold as
is, asking $28,000,
questions contact
(850)345-0603
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-9429 Ends
June 15

2 bedroom 1 bath
mobile home. $350
monthly + $350 damage dep. 166 ROiling
Acres La. Call
753-6558
2BR. 227-9140
3BR $275.00
753-6012

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Mural'

(270)753-1713
WASHER/DRYER
$200 AC window unit
(small), $65.
270-226-9402

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488
320
Apartments For Rent

160
Horns Furnishings

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

FURNITURE
and
Sale
Mattress
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

LIGHTED mission style
china
hutch/buffet.
Light oak and glass.
$500. 227-7998

1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898

QUEEN size bedroom
set. Good condition.
GE washer. Works
good. Call 293-0660.
978-2613

2BR 1.5BA townhouse.
nice, $500 month +
deposit. All appliances
270-705-1181

180
Lair & Gen*
CRAFTSMAN & John
Deere riding lawn
mowers. $400/each
753-9774
So
Fine Es.prient
TRACTOR for sale
Not many hours, 3
years old 293-0139

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5.000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area. 7531011
1998 Wavertee 16x80,
vinyl siding. shingle
roof, 313R, 2 bath, like
new (270)489-2525

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, 1411-A
Hillwood. $450 month.
759-9920, 293-1446
2BR duplex. nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R near MSU. CM/A.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR, washer, dryer.
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets.
$475 month, 753-0919,
293-1669
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1BR. $345
unfurnished, all appliances including washer and dryer. 270-7595885 or 270-293-7085

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

HOT tub/spa, never
used lots of jets, digital, fights, 220 volts
retail $4,495, sacrifice
$1.695 (cell) 931-2780303

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

QUILTS for saki. By
appointment may
761-4483

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.jz4)
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

•

""•- -

„„.

iv

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Thursday, May 24, 2007

ESTATE AUCTION

t the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From
Nix,field, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, KY,
turn south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. From Murray,
K1 take 94 West to Lynn Grove. See auction signs.
Selling for the Pennington Estate & others
Walnut hall piece w/trurror - walnut chest of drawers - oak wash stand vdmarble top
- oak nightsLind - triangular wooden stand vv/marble top- antique(1918i highchair
wood - maple dresser w/mirror - maple rocker - antique side chair, wood & padded
seat - (2) antique wood chairs %/arms - burgundy wing chair - antique brass lamps
- pair of art deco triangular minors - iron kettle - round antique table w/marble top
- 121 oval antique end tables - oval antique coffee table w/marble tops - red pottery
Jug %/handles - metal floor/window electric fans - antique -still life" picture Amencan flag in holder - maple bookcase - metal ice cream stool -(2)antique wood
plant stands - wood gate kg table - wood side table antique - small wood chest of
drawers - (21 wooden Jewelry boxes wkovers - long blue vase - box of dishes &
glassware - glass & porcelain mantle pieces - metal candleholders - set of Fostoria
glasses - 121 woven oval floor rugs - 121 chenille bedspreads - assorted throw pillows - fur collar piece. I black. 1 brown -new bed comforter - 2 large antique wood
(ranks -12) small antique wood trunks - antique wood tool box -2 nice 3 piece bedroom & 2 nice 4 piece bedroom suites - sofa & odd chairs - loveseat - nice lamp
table set - breAfast set %/4 chairs -nice china cabinet - old library table - metal double door closet - 3 wall clocks - old ladder back straight chairs - set of queen bedding - office desk - i2i washer & dryer sets - new fold-up stairway in box - 110 air
conditioner - 12.) gas wall heaters, one new - nice Troybilt cycle bar mower - snap
on oval 0 scope MT615 - R&D miter saw - Craftsman bench gnntier - small Coke
freezer - 12) old Coke machines - nice chest freezer - 5 gal. milk can - pnmitive
table - pictures & frames - old glass & china - pots & pans - 16' fiberglass boat, 75
hp. motor. Heritage trailer - Remington auto 22-597 - 22 auto. w/scope - 30-30
Winchester model 94 - 22 handgun R614 -22 pistol and more.
1990 Honda Accord- I 12,(X) actual miles- good condition.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Look for the signs.

*Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250.

Saturday •6AM

Arrowheads, nice exercise equipment. lots of items for the home
dishes, decor, small appliances
clothing, shoes, baby items, tons of
Stuff

THE YARD SALE
488 Kirksey Rd., corner of
Poor Farm Rd. & Kirksey Rd.
Saturday, May 26 • 7AM-4PM
"MAN STUFF", furniture, clothes for
all, baby items, toys, household
items, books, albums, movies, etc
400
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

MEMORIAL DAY
2-RING AUCTION
** Or

MONDAY,- M AY 28-9:00AM
27 2-6 PM

• BENTON AUCTION HOUSE
•

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th Si.

• My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

PREviEw: SUN, MAY

1607 Parklane Ave.

MINI-STORAGE

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCH ALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

•
•
•

98 NORTH MAIN, BENTON KY 42025
A Quality Cataloged Antique Sale of 500+ Items Inside

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1005 Of Household & General Items Outside!
; 9:00AM- Outside Ring Starts With Collectibles; Household; ;[CalProp For Rent
Modern di Antique Furniture; Items From The Shed & Barn;
Lawn & Garden Items; 1.00s Of Box Lots; A Full Day Of SellENTIRE upstairs o
ing! Held Rain Or Shine- Bring A Chair For This Sale!
401-A Maple St . down10;QQAM- Large Selection of Ant. Victorian Furniture & D6- • town Murray 4.000
*
cor From A 4 Generation Estate: Secretary Bookcase; : sq ft available if needEterge; Stacking Bookcase; Wal. Wardrobe; Over-Mantels; : ed or can be divided 2
private offices. 2 rest
: Sofa; Parlor Chairs; Washstands; Parlor Tables; Victrolas: *
rooms, lots of counter
Oak China Cab., Table & 6 Pressback Chairs; Marble-Top ; space & cabinets and
Pcs., Nice Picture Frames; Lamps & Lighting Fine Glasslarge conference room
270-978-0698
ware, China & Pottery; Advertising Jugs; To
& Much More!
* Absentee & Phone Bids Accepted No Buyer's Premium
*
•
OFFICE or retail space•
Smoke-Free Facility With Lunch Available.
•
available Pnme loca*
00+ PICTURES & LISTING ON
tion 753-2905

wicissrtz,

Yard Saio

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
94E to 280 to
Poplar Spring Dr.,
follow signs.
73 Lynx Ln.,
Wildcat Village
Fri. & Sat.• SAM-?
Rain Of shine
furniture & more'
Something for
everyone

YARD SALE
8172 St. Rt. 94E
Fri. & Sat.
kids toys,
flatscreen, LCD
monitors, computers, printers, wood
lathe, tools. Ford
tractor w/ bush
hog, box blade.
cultivator, lots of
misc.

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE
ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER Li( P24 7 1

270-705-4859

UNIVERSITY Square 1300 sq. ft. 10 4500 sq
ft. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors
753 1492

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sattaday, May 21311h, At 10e00 A.M.
On Kentucky Lake "Jonathan Croak"
Pdialaar Inksaricar as. elLatirst sacsat lir
From Aurora Ken Lake State Park Take Hwy 68
NW 3 5 Miles To Beal Rd -CR 1154' Turn Right.
Proceed NE 6/10 Mile To Lionheart kn. Turn Left
Proceed 110 Mlle From Jonathan Creek Brldge
On Hwy 68 Neer Sportsman. Lodge 8 Marina
Take Hwy 68 SE 710 Mile To Beal Rd, 'CR 1154'
Turn Left And Follow above Directions!
3/10 Md. West Of Town II Cou i Marina

2.32 Acres On Jonathan Creek
Kentucky Lake Waterfront
Offered In 2 Parcels 8 Combined
Vory AceitssIbl• - tinged listorm
Sportsman's And Town I Comity Iderhass
Parcel A -.0538 AcresIm1
=WM
A Lake Cabin, New
Parcel II - 1.793 Acres Miaowed With
A 3 Bedroom - 2 Bath IllebiN Nem
au), on. ram& Or Buy It All
Build Your Dream Noma,
we w w.la maarcaeh.corn For Delano
IS% Deus WIlli A Niimeres Depose Of
Ss 000.110 Per Tree'Sr
Oalease le MI •

FANCY FARM KY- 270-623-8466 i k
"The Selling Machine
1,7I C—

EXTRA nice 3E1R 2 tut
Oaths AN matot appi,snow 753- 7903,
227-5173

uvii do Apts.
NovAy Remodeled
I BR $29000
28R $34000
3eR $42500
$100 deposit special
rof oueiBed applicants
Oft. hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
cria today for appointment
11134221
NEW duplex 29A IBA
Oily room with waelter. dryer Greg roast.
Wein.*Mg ems. M
appliances. No pees
Ulan ewe WOW
ed.f880 month plus
c119040 905-A Bagwell
783-2440

NOW LEASING
2 A 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
OPPOrtunity
TM)51-800-648-6056

For Rot

ROOM for rent in
pleasant house Fui [
IIMMYsel Sak
use of kitchen and
bath Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
YARD SALE
high speed Internet arid
1006
all utilities included
except phone $285
Sharpe Street
$200 deposit lease
Friday &
and references I*
Saturday
pets 227-0406
Notes For Rom
3131R 211 S 16th No
pets $800 per month
plus deposit Utilities
included
270-5560925
4 BR farmhouse 10
minutes from Murray.
WAD. dlehwaeher.
CAVA. 4419-2534
before OPM
LARGE 1BR duplex
Remodeled.
C Ili A.
lots of storage. nice
area,
no
pets.
S375/mo
767-0433.
293-5090
OLD Roy Stewart
house for rent 4EIR
IBA dose lo Campus 1
yellt leaSe. $700 1404
Hughes 9L
436-5011617$1 -4700

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Units
Available
•Now Hove
Climate Control
•All Size

.
"N.
A

REGISTERED male
toy poodles $20000
(270)489-2761

733-3833

Yard swing
trampoline
antique desk
adjustable
basketball goal
2 wicker rockers &
much more

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
About 3 mile*
on 121S
Fri., 5/25

Sat 5/26
7:00

AN

old guilts tools.
costume jewelry.
clothes shoes.
linens. material,
lots of stuff

MULTI

FAMILY SALE
SO Timber Ridge
Rd.. off Wrather Rd.
Fri.. 5/25 1 Set 5/26
SAM-4P1I
No surly birds!
clothing, household
Inns, furniture.
appliirices, 4 wheeler, Wily tractor.
wheels II large tent

/

BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths
Guaranteed
financing! No payments
until January 2008
Starting at $99 month
Call 1-800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2,990 Convert your
Logs to Valuable lumber with your own
Norwood portable band
sawmill Log skidders
also
available
www norwoodindustries corn FREE information
1 -800-5781363 ext 500-A
HELP WANTED

YARD
SALE
94E, turn on 280,

name brand girls
clothes size 4-12
furniture, toys

DOG Obedience
436-2858

8arn-noon

JAMES R. CASH
jc- kiCnOtt911 REAL ESTATE OCKE:a
R

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Todayl
753-8668.

Austrailar
COLLIE
Shepherd mix puppies
4 weeks old 753-1159
Of 293-1017

*Know anyone who
uses Diesel Fuel?
Looking for local area
distributors for a new
Diesel
additive.
Trucking, Agriculture.
Make a connection,
Make a sale! 877-2335823

•EBAY
Resellers
Needed. Make money
daily. PT/FT No experience required, Need
Computer. Start Now!
1-800-842-8714.

Clothes, lawn
chairs, odds &

Sat.•8AM-2PM

1.!.!1'.! '",!"—'''1 II:1'1 41E 11 ail
'
,
1

-A 55 yr. old National
Advertising Co. has
available exclusive KY
territory for entrepreneur to own prestigious
business with high sixfigure annual profit
opportunity 502-5691890

ends

GARAGE
SALE
824 South 9th
(Corner of 9th
St. and
Glendale rd.)
Friday
& Saturday

1 mile on left
Fri. • 10AM-2PM

ININW.AUSTINAUCTIONSERVICE.COM

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

•Become a Host Family
to a German, Asian, or
Brazilian high school
student. Parents, allow
your children to travel
the world from the comfort of your own home.
Experience an international adventure and
develop new friendships. Open your heart
and your home to a student who wants to
study in America Call
1-800-264-094.8- WISE
Foundation.

293-1480

(ABSOLUTE AUCTIOlt

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

YARD SALE

Memorial Day
Monday, May 28, 2007•10 a.m.

•

Murray Ledger & Times

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as
amended,
which
makes it illegal to
advertise any preference, limitation, or discrimination based on
race color, religion.
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to
make any such preference, limitation, or discrimination
This
newspaper will not
knowingly accept any
advertising for real
estate which is in violation of the law Our
readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised
in this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

'I It liot •t•
An.) Location.
An' condition
ISM

ninth I imp

270-711-1Kt

LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1•AC-$34.900
11195/140 •
W/FREE Bost Slips,
Unbelievable
Dealt
Nicely wooded lake
OCCOSS property in
brand new premier
on
develoPrhem
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd
urg tit* Prime
miterfronts avail Call
now 1-800-704-3154.
a 1233

•Experiencea
Mechanic. Louisville
Area
Semi-Trailer
Repair Must have own
hand tools, 40 Hrs/
week Pay based on
experience
502-6377627.
•Norwegian
Pharmaceutical
Company expanding in
U.S
Many positions
available Earn up to
$3000-$4800/mo. FT or
S800-$1500/mo
PT
based on performance
Training provided Call
888-298-4558 or Fax
Resume EOE

essary for disburse- acreage with access to
ment
of
funds. totally private, Jimmy
Qualitications a work- Houston endorsed bass
ing
of lake. Paved roads, utiliknowledge
Federal State, and ties, soils, tested.
Other agencies policies LAKEFRONT available.
and procedures regard- Excellent financing Call
ing the awarding of now 1-866-685-2562, x.
financial aid in different 1217
programs
offered;
-LAKE LOT BARGAIN
knowledge of account1+ acres with FREE
ing skills and at least 2
Boat Slips- $39,900
years of expenence in
Nicely wooded lake
financial
collection,
access properly in
counseling, or financial
brand new premier
associate
aid;
an
development on specdegree is highly desirtacular 160,000 acre
able with areas of study
recreational lake! Pnme
in finance, accounting,
waterfronts available
student personnel or
1-800-704-3154 x
Call
related field; excellent
1242
communication skills
and customer service •LAKEFRONT
BARSend resume to mhud- GAIN Dockable deepson0spencenan.edu
water! Incredible opportunrty to own beautifully
-Spencerian College
wooded 1+ acre home(Lexington) is seeking
site Deep dockable
an
Academic
Prestigious
frontage
Administrative
waterfront
upscale
Assistant. This individcommunity on Kentucky
ual will assist Registrar,
Lake. Great views, 150
Academics, Evening
acre nature preserve,
Coordinator, Radiology
Great
trails, more
and
Allied
Health
financing. Call now 270Departments in all
474-0390
processes and procedures involving student
TRAVEL
records and degree
•Destin, Fort Walton
programs.
Excellent
Beach, South Walton &
wnting/oral communicaPort St. Joe, Florida.
tion,
multi-tasking,
Stay in beautiful beach
organizational
and
homes, cottages and
interpersonal skills. and
condos. Visit website.
proficient
computer
on-line!
Reserve
skills. Work hrs. Non'
wwwSouthernResorts.
Sat work week: N-F.
corn 800-737-2322
llam-8pm (hr lunch);
Sat. work week: M-TI,.
TRUCK DRIVERS
11 am-8pm(hr lunch), F
HELP WANTED
Sat
4:30-8:30pm,
**1
Truck
Driving
9:30am-2:00pm. Send
School Training Dnvers
resume
to
for England, Swift &
mhudson @spencerWerner. Dedicated runs
an.edu
available.
Starting
INSTRUCTIONAL
Salary $50,000+ home
weekends! 1-866-458*Attend College Online
3633
from home. 'Medical,
*Business. 'Paralegal. •E$Class-A Drivers$$
'Computers, *Criminal Terminals in Clarksville
Justice. Job placement TN. Georgetown and
assistance. Financial Owensboro KY areas.
Aid and Computer pro- Flatbed and van freight,
vided if qualified. Call planned
reloads.
8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 Excellent pay, benefits,
www.onlinetidewa- and home-time. Call
tertech.com
866-417-7387.
*Drivers:A/ways looking
for something better?
Let Truck America
Training put an end to
your search Get your
Class-A or B CDL. 18 66 - 2 4 4 - 36 4 4
WNW tatcdl corn

•Driver Don't lust start
your career, start it
right! Company sponsored CDL Training in 3
weeks. Must be 21.
Have CDL? Tuition
Reimbursement! CRST.
866-917-2778.

*Operational hands on
instruction designed to
prepare you for Entry
Level positions 1 to 4
week programs available. American Heavy
Equipment Training. 18 66 - 2 8 0 - 5 8 36
vnver.amhet.com

*Driver- Home Most
Every Weekend Drop
& Hook out, live load on
return_ We welcome
0/0s. Students and
Company.
PGT
Trucking 866-748-3528

*WANT TO BE A
NEWSPAPER
REPORTER? But don't
have the training or
experience.
The
Kentucky
Press
Asq.nriation is offering a
Journalism
five-day
Boot Camp, July 9-13.
in Frankfort. Class is
limited to 15 participants. $100 for one
week of intensive lournaksm training Contact
the Kentucky Press
Association, (502) 2238821. for details, or go
to vevnv.kypress corn
and dock on One-Week
Journalism Boot Camp
for details and registration form

•Spencerian College
(Lexington) is seeking
a Bookstore Manager
Individual
will
be
LIVESTOCK/LIVEresponsible for general
STOCK FOR SALE
management of operations including selling, •Central
Kentucky
purchasing, receiving. Premier Heifer Sale
inventory control, infor- Saturday. June 2nd.
pm
Marion
mation systems, finan- 100
cial management, pub- County
Fairgrounds.
lic relations and serv- Selling 210 Fall Calving
Bred
ice-related activities
Heifers.
Qualifications associ- Sponsored by Kentucky
ate degree in business Department
of
administration Agriculture
David
(Bachelor's degree pre- Sandusky (270)692ferred) and two years of 7793
CKPHS
related work experi- Chairman
ence
Experience at
-Registered Charolats
the supervisory level is
bulls Al sired, top bloodpreferred An equivalines, semen tested, 15lent combination of
20 months old $1500
education and work
each David Sandusky
experience may be
(270)692-7793
considered
Excellent
writing oral communiMEDICAL
cation. multi-tasking.
.New
Power
organizational
and
Wheelchairs Scooters.
.ntimpersonal
skills,
Absolutely no cost to
f0f1C10f1I
computer
you! Act NOW before
skills, experience with
program ends! Call
inventory management
TOLL FREE 1-800-354and point of sale sys2066
tem Send resurn• to
mhudson 0sponc•r.
PET/PET SUPPLIES
ian edu
•Happy
Jack
(R)
•Spenconan College Sardex II. The grease(Lexington) is seeking less. odorless way to
a Financial Planning treat mange on dogs
Coordinator
without *scolds At TSC
Individual
will
be Tractor
Supply.
responsible for devel- (www.happytacktnc co
opment of tile shicienrs m1
compises financial plan
REAL ESTATE
package including eke
Completion of the pay- *LAKE BARGAIN 1,
ment pian Waled and Acre- $29,900 FREE
obtaining the Anencial Pontoon Boat & FREE
aid documentation nec- Bost stow Unspoiled

WYAV.pgthkefamily.com

*DriverKNIGHT
Transportation- Looking
for Class-A dnvers to
work with a Class A
Company.
Call Us
888-346-4639. Owner
Ops. 800-437-5907
-Driver. New May Pay
Increase 43cpm to
47cpm
Guarantee
homehme, Company Of
Lease purchase available. BC/BS. CDL-A
and
6
months
Experience Required.
800-441-4271 ext. KY100
*Driver
Owner
Operators
ONLY
Regional freight from
$1 20pm
Louisville
averagel Home often &
weekends Plates available NOT forced dispatch Call Max at TAT'
1-800-511-0082

(WAC)2 yrs exp., 23 yrs
old, & COL-A with hazmat required. Eligible to
obtain security clearance. EOE/AA TSMT
877 - 849- 9 1 04
WWW.MMICO.com

.New Regional & OTR
Positions now available
in your area! New
Equipment, Premium
Pay package, great
benefits. Call 877-4843061 or visit us at
envw oakleytransport co
-Regional
Flatbed
Drivers. NOW PAYING
Earn
$ 40/mile!!!
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits including 401K! 6
mo t/t & Class-A CDL
req d Wabash Valley
Transportation,
Inc
800 - 246 - 6 305
www wvton
com
Most'
Home
•Want
Weekends with more
payi/ Run Heartland's
Regional,
Ohio
$.45/mile company dnv-.
ers, $1.15 for operators!
12
months
OTR
required. HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1-800-4414953 VAW4.heartlandexpress.com

WANTED TO BUY
-Small or large operating business or I wilt
fund any idea for a new
business start up that I
think is viable 1-270929-6095

Lob For Sals
2 corner lots on corner
Washington
of
&
Walston in developing
subdivision.
Asking
$19,500. Call 354-8437
or 703-5257

92 acres west of
Murray near Bell City
Bottoms Good deer
and turkey hunting
Priced for quick sale
293-5215
eau,
1 to 300 acres. West
Calloway.
Owne
financing
489-2116.
leave message
Herm For Sale
1,100 sq.ft. home +
300 sq.ft. upstairs,
13650 U.S. Hwy. 641N.
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000 OBO
(270)293-1437 Dan
1120 Circarama. 313R
1 5 bath Big lot
293-1175
2006 Melrose Drive
Exceptional
home.
Campbell
Estates_
Approximately 4.400
sq.ft. under roof. 4BR,
3:5BA, 3 car garage.
Come see for yourself.
759-3941 or 293-4329
2BR, 2Bath. 2,500+
sq
recentty remodeled Coleman Real
Estate Call Bonnie
(270)752-0729
38R 2 5BA. in-ground
pool, city limas, 1 25
acres. $284,500. Make
an offer, you never
know 293-0139
BEAUTIFUL mini farm
lust minutes from town
3BR. 2BA. 2 car
garage, barn
and
above ground pool
Call Ruth Ann 2273876 Coleman RE

•Onvers- $1,000 SignOn Bonus TEAM DRIVERS, SOLO DRIVERS & OWNER/
OPERATORS
Georgetown. KY- Home FIXER-UPPER
Daily & Weekends Off, SPECIAL!
New appliances'
Dedicated Account &
1BR. 1BA in town
Route.
Local
&
$16,500.00
Regional.
No-Touch
270-761-HOME
Freight.
Hazmat
Endorsement,
PartI 1 N I I III 1 I
time) Casual, Top Pay &
1 )1
I 1:1 1 11 I '
Competitive ber..'
package. Class-A
otst lore.
and 1 yr. exp rag a,
CALL 800-793-3754
eltysols'ers.1 0111
Ryder- calls taken sten12,01761-II( )\11
ing Sunday 12pm-spm
wee ryderlife corn
apple
EOE Drug tasting is a PLUM trees
condition of employ- trees blackberry arbor
on this two acre tract
ment
compel-newts this three
*Drivers Class-A COL bedroom
two bath
Conyers Local positions. updated
flatbed & hazmat (2 yr residence located five
recent exp required) minutes
from
8 6 6 - 2 7 0 - 2 6 6 5 town Add the barn for
www abdrivers corn
your
storagefworic shop Easy
to
.'DRIVERS
GET
show quick possesMOVIN'
36-43oprni
sion Call now CENSI 20pm
Sign
On
Bonus $O Leese NEW TURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Trucks COL-A • 3 mos REALTORS 753 1492
OTR 800-635-8669
•OrtversImmediate
Regional
Openings
Rest
Flexible
Hornet**
Excellent
Benefits Let us assist
financing your truck

PRICE REDUCED!
New
construction.
1086 Robertson Rd..
413R 2-1/2 beat Over
3.000 square feet
under roof 1-1/4 acres...
city utilities. Cal 270293-2512

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & 'limes

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
Mows For Si.
VERY neat 2-38R 1BA
brick w/carport. C/H/A,
newly
landscaped,
recent upgrades, large
back deck Concrete
storage building 15x15,
wired for 220. Near university. 753-0405
&ATVs

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest pnces
mulch, other
services also
753-6294
227-8658 Cell
1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard &
pressure washing. No
odd lobs too smallFree
estimates.
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET

753-3500
2003 Victory Touring
Cruiser. 1503cc, 8,900
miles.
Includes:
Custom Corbin seat &
wheel chock stand.
Very
sharp
bike.
$11,700.
705-7692,
354-6680

227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trimming, gutter cleaning
spring cleaning, &
much more

Hill Electric

480

Since 1986

hitches

24 Nous sanvica
VW 1600 engine & lots
of other VW parts.
$750.00. 753-7581 or
210-4016

r

Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
MILLS & SON

iriPport
aUUNty Sikkim

Pressure Washing

2002 Ford Explorer
XLT. 2WD, 92,xxx
miles, excellent condition, $10,200 OBO.
293-5916, 354-6680

1987 Chevrolet Blazer
350 V-8. F.I., AT, A/C,
very strong runner. No
rust, new tires, many
other
new
parts,
$3,500. (270)978-2595
[
1531Used Cars
1986 Plymouth Reliant
753-6747
'81 Tnumpfilltpitfire.
Good body, new cony.
top plus H.T. new tire&
many new parts, motor
basket, $2,000. 270492-6'122
Wes
1985 white van 753
5904
500
Used Trucks
2006 Chevy Silverado
LT. 20,000 miles, silver,
leather, pw, pl, bed
liner, extended cab, 4
doors, $21,000. 2930139
'93 Ranger XLT. 3.0
V6. Auto. 100K, new
tires. Excellent condition. $3,500. 978-2855

2005 Layton Lite trave
railer. 26', excellen
condition. Extended
warranty.
$12,000.
(270)227-9787
2004 slide-out can be
seen at 701 Pottertown
Rd. Used 3 times. 7531537
'99 Nomad camper on
lot
lakefront
at
Lakeview RV Resort
436-2533
litts & Motors

concrete decks 8 more

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 436-2867

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up Junk.
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Nnytime 753-9210

CATHY'S
Wallpapering, Painting,
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

•

Mowing, Mann unng
& landscaptng
satnlatirori guaranteed

Call 753-1518
or 7214411

•Drivevrays
•Bush bogging
•Grasel •Dirt -Mulch
•Ect.

12701436-2594

Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl sidin_g,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ALL Pro Lawn Care
Mowing. Landscaping
& Pressure Washing
978-5375 or 227-9424
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van &ire'

ASPHALT
Mitchell Bros.
Paving

Pas ing. tiralt.eating
&
'cook IF4 v%

270-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY FULL
Septic system, gravei
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

It

DSW
P‘uvrim;

FREE

ational water illness, the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) have proclaimed May 22-29 as National
Recreational Water Illness
Prevention Week. Waterborne
illnesses are caused by microorganisms
such
as
Cryptosporidium, Giardia, E.
coli and Shigella and are spread
by accidentally swallowing
water contaminated with fecal
matter.
Chlorine kills bacteria, but
disinfection takes time. The
CDC and environmental health
specialists recommend these
healthy swimming practices to
keep bacteria out of the pool:
I. Do not swim when you
have diarrhea.
2. Do not swallow pool water
or get pool water in your mouth.
3. Shower before swimming
and have your children shower.
4. Wash your hands after
using the toilet or changing diapers.
5. Take children on bathroom
breaks or change diapers often.
6. Change children's diapers
in a bathroom, not at poolside.
Swimmers should also heed
swimming advisories issued to
protect the public from contaminants in some areas of Kentucky
waterways. The Division of
Water and the Division of Public
Health Protection and Safety
agree advisories issued last summer will remain in effect due to
high levels of fecal coliforrn
bacteria.
People should avoid swimming and other recreational contact with waters in the areas

specified because of the bacte- fluence with the Ohio River.
ria, which occur in human and
The swimming advisory
animal waste and indicate the includes all of Banklick Creek.
presence of untreated or inade- and Three Mile Creek. High'
treated
quately
sewage. fecal coliform pollution in this
Swimming advisories will area is caused by combined
remain in effect for the follow- sewer overflows and sanitary •
ing:
sewer overflows.
Upper Cumberland River
Residential and agricultural
•
— The Cumberland River areas
from Fourrnile Bridge(Highway
The agencies also recom2014) to Pineville at the mend against swimming or:
Highway 66 Bridge and from other full-body contact with sur-.
Wallins Creek Bridge (Highway face waters immediately follow219) to Harlan.
ing heavy rain, especially in
— Martins Fork from Harlan dense residential, urban and
to the Cawood Water Plant.
livestock production areas.
— All of Catron Creek, all of This recommendation is due to
Clover Fork and all of Straight an increased potential for expoCreek.
sure to pollution from urban
— Poor Fork from Harlan to nonpoint source pollution,
,
Looney Creek.
bypasses from sewage collec— Looney Creek from the tion systems, combined sewer
mouth to Lynch Water Plant overflows and pollution fro*.
Bridge.
livestock waste.
Illegal straight pipe disA new indicator for harmful'
charges, failing septic systems bacteria and new data are being,
and bypasses from sewage col- evaluated. A new advisory wilt
lection systems contribute to be issued if there are indications
water quality problems in these that any portions of the streams
areas.
listed can be removed. The
Kentucky River
Cabinet for Health and Family
— North Fork of the Services and local health departKentucky River upstream of ment environmental health staff
Chavies.
make sure all new septic system
Numerous illegal straight installations are installed proppipe discharges of sewage con- erly, reducing fecal conform
tribute to water quality problems pollution from these possible
along this section of the river. sources. Division of Water and
However, water quality has con- wastewater plant operators montinued to improve and is itor and ensure sewer overflows
approaching an acceptable level are minimized. Both agencies
for swimming in some stretches routinely address straight pipe
of the river.
issues and are gradually reducLicking River
ing the number of these dis— Banklick Creek to its con- charges across the state.
-- Photo provided

DONATION
MADE: Jo Farley,
seated center, representing
the,•
Calloway County:
Retired Teachers
Association, presented a donation:
for 2007 Project;
Graduation
at
Calloway County High School to Enc
Berberich, Ashley
Winkler,
Abby
Kelly,
Whitney
Wicker, Brandon
Phillips and Elliott
Lovett.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• loca(i) ov.nolikiperallod

759-1151 • 293-2703
293-27S4
HANDYMAN
Do you need help' I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

JOE'S JOBS

Horoscope

repair & yard w.,
Senior friend!,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 25, 2097:
Understand when to pull back this year. Often responsibilities could
demand too much of you. Emphasize your personal life, and you
will be much happier. Sometimes you do go on overload and might
not be exactly sure of your choices. The whirlwind of life creates
pressure and demands. Decide on your priorities and continue,
unwavering, down that path. If you are single, the need for closeness
and more togetherness defines your choices. Let your hair down.
Others seek you out. If you are attached, evaluate the plusses and
minuses before you make a decision. Your partner needs to be part
of that process. The more quality time spent together, the stronger
the bond. Know that you are not an island and need to connect more
frequently. VIRGO understands more than you think.

753-4344 • 227-5644
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Extenor
•Custom spraying for
lawn:patio furniture
._ouver doors'shutters
753-8858
ML Garage Doors.
Installation. repair &
Call
maintenance.
Mark at 270-293-2357

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
•Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

NI I

Detailed
Housecleanirl
Call Today
(170)117-3031

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using •
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their act/vales.

Campaign educates public on
Kentucky waterborne illnesses

With the approach of
Memorial Day and the summer
travel season, recreational
swimming will play a large part
CHASE & Mike
Stockwell's Metal
in summer fun for many
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Kentuckians. To make this sum& Replacement
mer a healthy swimming experiWindows. 759-1085,
ence, state water quality and
227-6238
public health officials are urging
CITRUS Lawn Care.
swimmers to adopt healthy
Scheduled,
reliable swimming behaviors that will
property management. help prevent the spread of waterMowing,
trimming,
borne illness.
mulch, shrubs, tree
State officials are also reissutrimming, gutter cleaning, hauling available. ing swimming advisories for
specific areas of Kentucky
Call Steve 767-9178
waterways.
CUSTOM BULLDOZING
"This information is provided
0-6 H, 12 It blade
to our citizens to help them
clearing, fence rows,
make informed, good public
underbrushing. ponds,
waterways
health decisions about how and
19 yrs experience
where they swim," said Dr.
Or Rentroe
William D. Hacker, commis'270-293-0371'
sioner of the Department for
DAVID'S
Cleaning Public Health (DPH)and acting
undersecretary for health with
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences, the Cabinet for Health and
etc.(270)527-7176
Family Services. His department
works with the Division of
DNJ HANDYMAN
Water in the Environmental and
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
Public Protection Cabinet to
for
issue Kentucky's swimming
Painting, siding, roofs,
advisories.
decks
Guy Delius, assistant director
293-5438
of DPH's Division of Public
Health Protection and Safety,
said safe swimming habits also
are needed in public pools.
"Thousands of Kentuckians visit
our public pools throughout the
I
season, and these simple recom22641505 • 435-42112 mendations will help ensure the
water will remain clean and our
citizens healthy," Delius said.
To promote healthy swimming habits and prevent recre-

ii

LAM

270-705-5696

Tractor Work
& Hauling

ALL CARPENTRY

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

LAWN SERVICE

Metal or Shingles
Local - Free Estimates

STRUCTURAL remodeling, floor lasting,
tloonng & foundation
repair.
Call Kenny (270)2477061,
cell 804-8979 or leave
message.

489-2689. 293-6U - L
iditnne,
larnage, sagging fkror.
fa all roofing
Call Creg

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET

1988 17 Astro glass
bass boat. 1976
Johnson 85 HP. outboard Johnson trolling
motor $1,700 2934982

CARPET, vinyl, laminate, hardwood installation. 17 years experience
References
available.
270-227-9869

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

S&M Construction
Rooting, fenang, siding, painting, decks
Free estimates 23
years expenence
(270)839-0207.
(270)887-9729

AFFORDABLE
CARPENTRY

759-0501
753-1537

1987 Laser with 115HP
Mercury motor Ski &
pleasure $1.850 Can
be seen at 1726
Melrose Drive

EL..

C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
additions, roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings. siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonOwk.net

293-4954

(hr .10 ,rurs riprrirwer

24 ft. pontoon. 40HP
engine. Trailer. new
floor & carpet, 2007 KY
tag & boat slip. $3,000
(270)489-2145

LNO

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.

BOAT
INSURANCE

753-3500
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
*** Though you might want to escape the doldrums and start the
Memorial weekend early. responsibilities call. Whether pulling
together last-minute details or clearing your desk. "busy" defines the
Ram. Know that its worth it! Tonight: Get much-needed rest.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be filled with vivaciousness and energy. while
others are definitely running around in a tizzy Can you be stopped?
As you head into what you deem a special few days, you twirl with
energy Tonight Let the weekend begin.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your sense of fun could be curbed by events and responsibilities Know, though, that you are completing the workweek -- you
are building to a crescendo. Realize what needs to happen in order
to make you smile and enloy. Tonight. Get some much needed R and
R.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Express yourself You have a delightful manner that others
enjoy. Your sensitivity draws many closer and makes for a great deal
of warmth and caring. Others seek you out for company and advice
Tonight. Riding high.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Express your fastidiousness about spending. You could be
heading into an unusually costly few days If you set a budget in your
mind, you will be able to let go and proceed in a different manner.

-

Tonight: Think tomorrow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Roar into the day, getting done whatever you deem important. Your liveliness and energy help others become more enthusiastic about the next few days. Let your hair down and express your
playfulness. Others cannot help but respond. Tonight: All gnns.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time, and you might find that others will slow down
in order to catch up with you. Certainty you respond to a different
drummer. Listen to feedback and evaluate it with a touch of cynicism,
keeping opinions to yourself. Tonight: Start making plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Knowing what you want and expect helps you hit a home
run_ Success becomes you, as you already know. Others draw closer as you beam. Pressure stems from a touchy financial situation
Know when to put the brakes on. Tonight. Where you are. Memorial
weekend starts
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Others turn to you. Are you prepared for what might be coming
down the path? Know when to toss off the shackles of people's
expectations and go off and do for yourself. Balancing could be precanous but necessary. Tonight Up late.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** If you can, split early and start the holiday weekend ASAP
You'll discover the value of being merry and enjoying the moment
Allow yourself more free time than planned. In the long run, you will
benefit Tonight. Start enjoying every moment.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Someone demands your time and effort. Make it your pleasure, as much loosens up and allows you to relate more deeply. Don't
settle for halfway. Your intensity draws this person much closer
Tonight Togetherness needs to be the theme
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Defer to others if you want a smooth few days You do what
is necessary to warm up the immediate. Someone quite clearly has
distinct ideas about what is workable. Listen with a discnminating
ear Tonight Follow the game plan.

BORN TODAY
Author Robert Ludlum (1927). essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803), comedian. actor Mike Myers (1963)
Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at http://www.lacquellneblgarcons.
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looldngBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Lorraine Muchuson of Hardin beating the crowd as she purchases
her vehicle sticker at the office
of the City Clerk before the final
day without penalty on May 30.
11le photo was by Staff Photogiapher Bernard Kane_
Murray High School Tigers won
10-0 over Calloway County High
School Lakers to win the Fourth
District Baseball Tournament.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 13-3 over Murray High School Lady Tigers to
win the Fourth District Softball
immanent.
Births reported include a buy
io James R. Jr. and Lisa Russell
Hall. May II.

loway County Board of Education, speaking. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Hill.
An oil portrait of the late Dennis Taylor, principal of Carter Elementary School. will be unveiled
on May 26 at 12:30 p.m. in the
Carter School library. Marjorie Hatton was artist for the portrait.
Renee Tobey, senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
presented the annual scholarship
given by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.

COMICS / FEATURES
Witty answer to'How are you?'
makes some people feel fine
use to answer that rhetorical
question. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have an
alternative to the answer you
gave to 'Fine, Thank You" that
I often use.
I'm a recovering alcoholic.
When someone who knows I'm
in AA asks me how I'm doing,
my favorite reply is, 'Iris walking, breathing and sober -anything beyond that is gravy."
Another favorite I often use
with people who don't know
I'm in AA is, "Well, I woke
up on this side of the grass,
so I must be doing pretty
well!" -- SHIRLEY IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR ABBY: I have been
having a lot of fun with this
response to the "How are you?"
question. I say, "I can't answer
that." Expecting the worst, most
people ask me why. That's when
I say, "Because of the Medical Privacy Act!" Everyone
has a good laugh and is relieved
not to have had to listen to a
list of my ailments. -- HAPPY
BOB IN IUMBOLTON, OHIO
DEAR ABBY: I learned
some years ago the power of
a positive attitude. When an
acquaintance asks how I am,
I set the tone for my own day
by answering, "I'm fabulous,
thanks! How are you?"
You know the old "fake it
'til you feel it' philosophy?
That's why I originally started doing it, but it has paid
off for me because I receive
positive energy in return. Not
only do I actually feel happier after the interaction, but it's
difficult for someone else to
respond negatively to your
smile. -- COLLEEN IN PORT
dent Nikolai Podgorny from the
BRITISH
COQUITLAM,
Communist Party's ruling PolitCOLUMBIA
buro.
DEAR ABBY: My reply?
In 1986. the Union Hag was
better on the inside than
"I'm
flown in Israel for the first time
I look on the outside!" -in 38 years as Margaret ThatchCONVERSE
IN
JOYCE
er became the first British prime
TEXAS
minister to visit the Jewish state.
DEAR ABBY: I once heard
In 2001, 23 people died when
this response: "Vertical and venthe floor of a Jerusalem wedding
hall collapsed beneath dancing
tilating!" I still laugh when I
guests in a horrifying scene capthink of it. -- DOC IN
tured on video.
CHARLESTON, S.C.

DEAR ABBY: Like 'Fine,
Thank You in Gastonia, N.C.'
(March 23), I, too, was annoyed
when people greeted me with
the mindless. "How are your
"How ya doin'?" etc., which
required me to respond to someone who clearly had no interest in a real
response. (I
understand
40 years ago
their feigned
Robbie Marine. daughter of
Mrs. Angie Marine and the late
interest is
Rob Marine, was presented the
more autoannual scholarship of the Kirksey
matic than
Elementary School Unit of the
rude.)
Parent-Teacher Association. She is
So,
a senior at Calloway County High
20 years ago
a
make
School.
Valedictorians and salutatonans
The Zeta Department of the
Dear Abby game of it.
for the 1987 graduating class of
Unlike the
Murray Woman's Club will observe
Calloway County High School are
greeter who
Wendy Parker, Kellie Burkeen, its 25th anniversary on May 25
By Abigail
with a patio potluck supper at the
out
blurts
Jody Lassiter, Tim Black, Jody
Van Buren
Bandana, club house.
Shalisha
Burkeen,
the salutaMrs. William Adams was leader
Angela McClure, Rhonda Barrett,
tion without thinking. I listen
Stephanie Lucas, Elizabeth Mar- for the program on "Dialogue
and am prepared with several
pledge
the
for
quardt. Suzanne Coleman and Through Sharing"
responses. For "How ya doin'?"
service at a meeting of the Woman's
Stacey Taylor.
I answer, "Not so good. My
Births reported include a boy Society of Christian Service of
wife and oldest son and I just
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
to Ricky and Millie Adams, May
got out of three months in
I I: a boy to Laura and Mark Church.
50 years ago
Smith, a girl to Vickie and Jerome
rehab for peanut butter addicHonor students of the 1957 gradDial, a boy to Tanya and Keith
tion. I was a two-jar-a-day
Training
Pittman and a girl to Ardath and uating class of Murray
man myself. My boy had it even
Charles Scull, May 17: a girl to School, laboratory school of Murworse -- three jars of the hard
Denise and Dale Futrell, a girl to ray State College, located on North
stuff, crunchy!"
16th Street. are Wilma Boyd,
Eunice and Jeffrey Harrison. a
When asked, "What's up?"
boy to Karen and Barry Cooley Frances Perry, Charlotte Trevathan,
I'm inclined to respond, "My
and a girl to Tracey and Keith Abell, Paula Blalock and Ann Falwell.
Last week which was also
blood pressure. cholesterol and
May 18. a girl to Ruby and Samuel
National Hospital Week marks 10
Yoder and a boy to Jeanette and
body mass index!" -- DAVE
years of service by the Murray
fimothy Philpot. May 21.
IN MARSHALL, WIS.
Hospital to the community. The first
30 years ago
DEAR DAVE: Many readPublished is a picture of the meeting of the hospital board was
ers who wrote to comment on
held May 15, 1957.
185 seniors of Calloway County
that letter said they were perRecent births reported at MurHigh School at the 1977 graduaplexed at how 'How are you?"
Mr.
to
boy
a
include
Hospital
ray
Gym
tion ceremonies held at Jeffrey
has essentially replaced the
at the school. Also pictured is Dr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett.
greeting "Hello." And they were
Jack Rose. superintendent of Caleager to share the quips they

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 24,
the 144th day of 2007. There are
221 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 24. 1844, Samuel F.B.
Morse transmitted the message,
"What hath God wrought" from
Washington to Baltimore as he
formally opened America's first
telegraph line
On this date:
In 1881. mune 200 people died
w licit the Canadian fern Princess

Victoria sank near London. Ontario.
In 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge.
linking two New York City boroughs. Brooklyn and Manhattan.
was opened to traffic
In 1962. astronaut Scott Carpenter became the second American to orbit the Earth as he flew
aboard Aurora 7.
In 1976, Britain and France
opened trans-Atlantic Concorde
service to Washington.
In 1977. in a stupnse move.
the Kremlin ousted Soviet Presi-

ASK
A
MOM

DEAR ABBY: My husband's grandfather. a Lutheran
minister for more than 70 years.
always used to say,"I'm answering the roll call.' (He lived
to be 102.) -- FAITHFUL
READER IN MISSOURI
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Reader takes way,
way too many meds
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from restless-legs syndrome
and have tried the soap-underthe-sheet treatment without
experiencing relief. I am now
using Excedrin during the day
and 20 milligrams OxyContin
night,
at
the
when
pain in my
legs gets so
bad I can't
get rid of it.
I even get up
and take hot
baths or ride
my bicycle
Dr. Gott to get some
relief. This
does help a
By
little but not
Gott
Peter
Dr.
for long.
I know that OxyContin is
addictive, but I don't know what
else to do. I have seen neurologists, rheumatologists and
orthopedic doctors. I am 81
years old, and the specialists
say I 'am not a candidate for
surgery. To complicate things,
I have spinal stenosis and
bulging discs. I've had the
restless-leg problem for years,
but the problem gets bigger
as time goes by.
DEAR READER: You raise
several pertinent health issues.
First, the soap therapy. I have
repeatedly confirmed readers'
experiences that this treatment
is useful in preventing nocturnal leg cramps, but it is NOT
an effective option for restless legs syndrome, a puzzling
ailment for which there is now
a prescription medication,
Requip, that shows great promise. Ask your doctor to consider this choice, which is safer
than OxyContin.
Second, your "bulging discs"
should be addressed. If the discs
are out of position and press-

•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

ing on spinal nerves, you will
need further testing (with an
MRI) and have to consider
surgery. Before that tough decision, you might try epidural
steroid injections (cortisone
shots into the affected areas),
acupuncture, chiropractic treatment, TENS (transcutimeous
electrical nerve stimulation) for
pain and aggressive physical
therapy.
Third, the list of medicines
your are on, 22 in number, is
staggering and raises the concern that some of your symptoms might be due to chemical interaction. I have chosen
not to print this list for valid
reasons of privacy but, as a
physician. I am stunned that
an 81-year-old woman under
the direction of her physician
has chosen to stress her metabolism like this.
I urge you to meet with
your family physician and
encourage him or her to refer
you to an appropriate backpain specialist, review your
medications and insist that several of your medicines be eliminated. Nobody, and I mean
nobody. needs to take 22 prescription drugs a day. No one
has the power or the knowledge to identify the very real
prospect of negative drug interactions; the risk increases geometrically the more drugs you
take.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Consumer Tips on Medicines" and
"Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like
copies should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 for each report
to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be
sure to mention the title(s).
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North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
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WEST
DEAR ABBY: My favorite
response is one I get from a
friend: 'All monitored systems
are functional." -- ED IN SAN
JOSE
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The bidding:
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1•
Pass
1•
Pass
5•
Pass
4•
Pass
6•
5V
Pass
Opening lead -- ten of hearts
I he best that can be said for
at an anti-percentage contract is that it frequently presents
declarer with a challenge during the
play That,was the case in this deal
where South stretched his values
somewhat to bid a shaky slam. However, he then justified his rosy assessment hs finding a way to bring in 12
tricks
When dummy came down,
urns ing

prospects were not too good. To
begin with, there was at least one
trump loser, and on top of that there
was either a diamond or a club loser,
depending on what South discarded
on dummy's third heart
The slam was Dot hopeless,
though, since there %Ate two legitimate chances to make it. Accordingly, and Winning the heart lead in
dummy, deelarer led the jack • of
spades and took Lases queen with
the ace as West followed low.
Next came two more heart winners, South discarding a club, followed by the A-K of clubs and a club
ruff, on which West discarded a diamond. Had the clubs divided 3-3
instead of 4-2. the slam would has e
been in the hag at this point since
dummy's fourth club would provide
a parking place for South's diamond
loser.
But eves after the clubs failed to
break, the battle was not yet lost.
South still had one last chance, and
so. with fingers crossed, he exited
...with a trump in the hope of finding
West with both the king of spades
and king of diamonds,
The hope became a full-fledged
reality when West won the trump
lead with the king and was forced to
return a diamond or a heart, handing
declarer the slam

Tomorrow: Test your play.
km;Few..Syndkaw I.
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ACROSS

40 Away horn the
wind

1 Moon position
6 Veldt grazer
11 Checks
for fraud
13 Take away
14 Oz aunt
15 'Harper Valley
—'
16 Perfume label
word
17 Argon.
in the lab
18 Tan or Grant
20 Be of benefit
22 Cassius Clay
23 Scholarship
basis
25 Breakfast Item
26 Actual
27 Maraud
29 Suring the web
31 Noon in
ancient Rome
33 — vous plait
34 Window
covering
37 Carnpng gear

41

-Futurewortr

name
43 Morse sythables
45 After expenses
46 Kit feature
48 Deft neighbor
49 Fla neighbor
50 Have the flu
51 Gasp of delight
53 Maiden loved
by Zeus
54 Puts up
56 Outback maker
58 Harps cousins
59 Waken rudely
DOWN
I Joyous outburst
2 Nectar gatherer
bnefly
3 Teaser
4 Not guzzle
5 Blues singer
—James
6 Fanatics
Meing

Answer to Previous Puzzle
0111Da
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5-24 C 2007 Urfted Focus Syndscoe
7 Ostrich Ion
8 A famous
Derek
9 Insulation
TAOS (hYPh )
10 Condor abode

IMMO
MIMI
MIIMMOMiuuuu
Ma MINI ME mu
Wild ARM AIM
MUM ME MOM
MEM MUM
Mad ME
MAMMA Mudd
MOM Mild Mild
MUM AMIN dull
du ME MA
=MOM MEM=
MINIM
MINIM

Inc

12 Goalies teat
13 weirs the
=VT
19 Pro vote
21 Back when
22 Crow-stop
prince
24 Deep South
26 Like sOffle
showers
28 Loud clamor
30 Burning
32 Fhrtabons
34 Very tired
35 — of)(show
36 Drag into court
38 Velvety our
face
39 Not ours
40 Undervonter
42 Vietnam
neighbor
44 Cub or eagle
46 Ouemes
47 Junket
50 Poker card
52 Cable network
55 Sound of hesitation
57 Roast bee/
Its
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